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By Pat Murphy
The assumption of almost total 
control over education by the 
provincial government means that 
decisions affecting “local kids” will 
be made not by people from their 
own communities but by bureau­
crats answerable only to senior 
ministers.
So said Saanich School District 
trustees at Monday night’s meeting 
expressing their dismay over recent 
legislation which gives the ministry 
of education the power to set budget 
figures for school districts for each 
of the next three years based on a 
provincial pupil-teacher ratio of
Not only does the new legislation 
set the global budget for each school 
district but it takes away trustees’ 
pK)wer to spend within their own 
budgets, said Trustee Gerry 
Kristianson.
receive complaints; We havc;^^ 
power; power is totally in the hands ' 
of officials in the ministry. What we 
should do, in each case, is give 
people who complain to us the 
phone number of the ministry of 
education.”
The government was making a 
serious mistake in reducing or 
^..^Utninating .the Junctip^vs schooV , 
boards, Kristianson said.
‘Earlier, board chairman'’John
average in District 63, it would 
appear that lay-offs would not be 
necessary but if all teachers with 
diplomas were counted, those in 
administration and special 
education as well as those in the 
classrooms, it could be different.
Discussion at the board table 
centred around the fact that the new 
legislation effectively emasculated 
school boards and give the ministry 
almost total power in matters of 
finance.
Another consideration the 
government overlooked in setting 
the pupil-teacher ratio, said Trustee 
Rubymay Parrott was that, in many 
classrooms with an apparent lo\y 
pupil population, teachers were 
coping with youngsters who had 
severe learning difficulties. ^ '
A strongTetter of protest will be' 
sent to the Minister of Edcucatipn. - 
Copies will be sent to Pther districts 
in this region and their support 
sought. At the same time the B.G; 
School Trustees’ Assbetion wilf 
asked to enlist support throughput 
the province.
An early meeting will be sought 
with the local MLA, Minister of 
Finance Hugh Curtis, to make the 
board’s concerns known.
conference' in-. Richmond during
Saanich depended on just how the 
pupil-teacher ratio was worked out. 
Because the ratio of pupils to class­
room teachers was higher than
departmental officials will confer 
with trustees administrators and 
teachers regarding education in this 
province and the path it will take.
Richard Myerscough demonstrates flying art of funhoard mive jumping at Jordan River. Sidi 
tion of the sport in Western Canada. See story on page A -10.
TSaanich school trustee Gerry 
Kristianson has been named 
chairman of a committee to mark 
the 100th birthclay of Canada’s
national park system in 
It will be the first nation-wide 
centennial celebration since 1967. 
Federal environment minister-
A settlement df 32 cents m hour 
across the board has been reached 
by i Cl-JPl^ dtbployccs of Saanich . 
School District; according to board 
;ehairnianTohii Betts,''V 
BettSi Uid dll Monday night that 
negotiations hitve been in progress
siitcc January.'The sctilentent, he
said; represented an Increase of 3.84 
per cent on total c6m()cnsation, w " 
Tt was officially reached on July 7 
lit 1:55 p.in„ just hours before the 
provincial budget was announced, 
Betts said,
The settlement Has to he ratified 
; by' the' provincial gtwefnirien't
John Roberts announced t 
Krisiianson’s appointment in 
Ottawa last week. He will be the 
B.C, representative on the com­
mit ice, which has one member from 
each province and territory, and will 
also be iltc overall cltairman.
The Parks Canada Centennial 
Citizens’ Cohunittce Inc. will have 
llirec siibcommillees dealing with 
finance, projects and publicity, and 
will have ah pfricc atid a small staff 
in Toronto, where most of the 
potential donors aiul media contacts 
arc located, Kristianson will r
here:
Unlike the 1%7 Centennial, there 
Twill he little government money 
’ittvolved; T'hc eoihmitlee will have 
Lid raisc most of what it spends, T 
f The actual anhlvcrsary is that of 
titc fbuiidiiig of Banff National 
Park, tlie first lit fdilad|; aiid one 
proposed project is the erection of a 
duplicate of a I'amoiis pavilion built' 
there when the park was young but 
later dismantled. Designed by Frank 
IToyd Wright and Ariliur Biillivan, 
two famous arcliitccts, it was 
considered a, classic example of 
wooden architecture^
; ' There arc two kinds of national
parks, historical and hntural. A 
B.C; project on the liistoiical side 
might be Tipgjjrriding of Fort Roddj 
Hill, or a re*cnacimcni of a Hud« 
son’s Bay fttr brigade trip hetweeh
:;'T'T)rt'St.;'Jatpe's'io'Fprt,,l•aag!‘^yh,',^yb''
''‘ '■'.natiohwljtistoricparh'sAv
Regarding ttatutal parks, 
Kd^tianson is hoping that a national 
park migitt he. r esi ablished
Tshiiid!, "atV.'oite:.,uf■ iliC: ^uicas ub 
: national significance recognized ■ by 
A Parks Canada and iheirTnandatc is 
iliat an example of each suclt
area is preserved, so Kristianson 
ex pects a Gul f Islands National 
Park to have a high priority.
Parks Canada will have its own 
projects during the centennial. The 
rcspohsibility of Kristianson’s 
committee is to get The general 
public involved. He stresses tliat the 
ideas he has mentioned are just 
examples. Suggestions are wanted 
i from the public.
Kristianson was Liberal candidate 
in Esquimalt-Saanich in the last 
fcdcralclection.buthisap- 
pbinlincht can hardly be considered 
patfbnnge, since it involves no pay, T
School district representation On 
community college boards has been 
wiped out by recent proyinciai 
legislation and District 63; school 
trustees feel that it is a retrograde
They made their anxieties known 
at Monday night’s school board 
meeting.
Trustee Lois Walsh, Saanich 
school distriePs representative on 
the board of Camosun College, 
received a letter in forrning her that 
her services would no longer; be 
required. She and other school 
district repfesentatives will be 
replaced by ministry of educ 
appointees named by T brdcr*lh- 
council.
pit means;” said Trustee Gerry
Kristianson, ‘That the provincial 
government can make appointmeiits 
to college boards, appointments 
which apt; based on considerations 
other than education.”
In a news release, the ministry of 
education said that the appointment 
of college board members by school 
districts was being stopped “because 
school districts no longer play a 
significant role in the provision of 
post-secondry education.’’
It was one more step in the 
removal of powers from people 
elected fto school boards, trustees 
said M Monday arid 
mchtTdf control in th^ 
bureaucrats of the ministry of 
education.
iMincm of I he Blg'Eagle War 'DameClultfrom': Tmrillp'imile 'll, a grmLduy^fofidipcfO'y^^
sevmiaaycti , , , ........ _ , ,,
performance hy If eosiumed dancm and uvih Urummm
John (!it4>n photo
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Big Eagle War Dance Club from Tsartlip, shown here dancing for children at 
Gmgerbredd Day Care Center in Brentwood, will display fan 
International dPpw Wow at SariscHa Hall Sept.
North Saanich council have proposed creation of the sewage criteria.
Monday night gave third approximately 130 lots on . “Most people with 
reading to by-laws which the 190 acre hillside. There reservations at the public 
will permit , single family would be approximately 20. hearing have been 
residential development on acres for roads and 20acres satisfied,” he said, 
one-acre lots in the Cioake for parks with the, reminding council that 
Hill area. developers’ intention being when the Community Plan
Present zoning calls for to bring the lots onto the document was reviewed 
five-acre minimum or an market in four stages over there was unanimous 
average of one dwelling per the next several years. agreement by council on the
two acres in a cluster Aid. Edgar Farthing size of the development, 
development. argued against third reading Mayor Jay Rangel added
Developers of the area of the by-laws saying there (hat passing the by-law docs
were “serious questions not preclude any concerns v 
raised” at the recent public that residents or councillors 
hearing. may have.
We must try and avoid “This is a zoning matter 
drainage and sewage Q n he stressed “We
;. problems: ranning aownhiir. ^J'
: and. Me if we can t-evolve pennit which will be a
some better arrangcnlent.^ : p-,^^,^^^
Aid. Alan Cornford r^^^^^^^ ^ ^ ;
Seventeen acres of North explained that all lots must A
Saanich land will be leased be tested for percolation Farthing opposed the
i Region and by law will have to meet third reading ofthe bills.
District for recreation
/ purposed following an 
agreement drawn 'up in
The land comprises the ;
/ Panorama; Leisuref Centre 
site and according to Aid. 
Jim Gumming there was 
unanimous agreement of 
the council of the day to ■/I 
turn over the land.
“It would be unbecoming 
of council at this point to 
renege on the intent given 
; by that CounciliP/ he said ; 
/during,^/ M night’s
council meeting.
Mayor Jay Rangel 
"pleaded with his colleagues ; 
to reconsider saying^ ‘tThC; 
^timingcdj|ildn’t:be'wdri5CfP/;'y'^'
“Hopefully they (the 
Capital Regional District 
Stafp will be emasculated 
sooni NVe don’t know how 
the CRD will stand and this 
lease is best left in limbo;
We;/' .'-may.gain’''' :somc'v 
ijadvantage by leaving it in 
' limbo,” argued Rangel.
The motion to approve 
:;'rih'e-;dea'se;;-'was "y’ear'ried 
however, by a four to three 
vote with Aidefrnch Edgar 
;t:Farthing^^:;;';:Erie/'"; Sherwood;^ 
and the Mayor opposed,
; Cotincil also jmo to 
request the CRD’.s 
Peninsula Recreation 
commission give 
favom able considcialiun to 
|a:slte';''for/dthcr:'recrcatlOnar:: 
purposes such asi an ad- 
venturopplayground or 
bowling green,
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Mfl/j Morrison, with Cocoa, and brother Geoff, with Sindi, won 
the Tom Money silver bowl for husbandry in Saanich 4-H Goat 
Club competition this year. Christine Copeland, above, with Lilyi:,.:^;: 
won the reserve champion showmanship rosette in competition in





By Mrs. K. F. Maule 
This 29th year of the j 
Saanich 4H Goat Club, the ^ 
first 4H Goat Club in all of 
Canada, has been a very 
busy and successful one for 
the club’s 18 members and 
its leaders.
In the early spring all but 
one of the members took f 
part in the' club’s public 
speaking competition. This 
contest was judged by Mrs. 
Wendy Jonneveld, a former 
member of the club, whov 
topped the I slandv! three 
years in a row in public 
':::spCaking.v"v'
The two junior memtiers 
who carne tops in their 
section went intofhe greater 
Victoria area 4H public 
speaking competition which 
had representatives from all 
4H clubs in the area. There 
were 17 children in this 
contest. From our club 
Sandra Pinch placed first 
and Tammy Braithwaitc 
placed third. Tlicy^ were 
■ entered in the junior public 
speaking contest for all 
Vancouvcr lsland.^ ^ ^
At the club’s March 
meeting, vye were pleased to 
: have as guest speaker 
.Icff Gaunt who gave the 
membe rs a won der ful t al k ^ 
on handling of goats at 
kidding time.
We held our April 
meeting at the Saanich h'air 
grounds so members y/ould 
iiavc ample^^^^ s 
practice showmanship: and 
judging to prepare (’of
',;'■:;■ summershows,.■ ykiv: ■ ,v:
appreciate the
excellent instructions given 
by the club’s new assistant 
leader, Yuonne Gait, who 
was an outstanding member 
of^ Saanich and Luxton 4H 
Goat Club for 10 years.
On the last Saturday in 
May the club members 
participated in a judging 
field day organized by local 
leaders and the Department 
of Agriculture. We not only 
judged goats but also all 4H 
projects such as beef, dairy 
cattle, sheep, poultry, 
horses, etc. At this field day 
Laura Erickson was happy 
lb win the most ribbons and 
attained the highest marks.
standing goat keeper for 
some 30 years in Sooke 
area, gave the club a 
beautiful silver bowl to be 
presented each year to a 
member at the June Kid 
show organized by the 
Lower Vancouver Island 
Goat EreedefS; The winner 1; 
must have the highest/ 
marks in barns inspections 
from Nov. 1 st to May 1 st.
The 1983 winners are 
Mary Morrison and her 
brot her Gebf, who has a 
purebred Nubian yearling
doc.
The weekend following 
the kid show our club were 
hosts to twelve 4H members 
from Color ado who ran gedu
in ages from nine to 13 
years. Their visit was 
arranged for by the club’s 
assistantv: 'leader:^' 1^ 
Monica Pinch.
The c 1 u b is / bit sy 
preparing to take part in the 
Gow'ichan Goat Sho\y on 
July 16, then will follow the 
Cobble Hill Fall Fair, next 
Saanichton, Duncan and
Luxton Fall Fairs. There 
will also be goat judging at 
theP.N.E. -
When all the shows have 
ended w'c will have to 
complete our record books; 
which give detailed ac­
counts of the goats’ profits 
and expenses.
.Finally the year will end 
in the late autumn with the 
club’s awards programme 
whenlmembers will receive 
prizev lUoney,^^^ , b^ 
certificates /band special;






On June 7 our club 
members did: a demon­
stration on T. V . Channel 6 
Victoria. Eleven-year-old 
Mary Morrison with her 
purebred Toggenburg doe 
kid Cocoa demonstrated 
how to care for a kid goat, 
with the help of her partner 
Natalie Vaneyk. ' it
On June 11, Saanichj4li: 
G oa t ?Clu m ers;: 
c drn pc t cd w i t h iti cm be rb 
frbin Cpwiiihan and Luxton; 
ilH Goal Clubs in 
showmanship and judging. 
I'hcrc were 40 young people 
in the competition.
: C
ycar-old member of our; 
club won the reserve 
champion .showmanship 
rosette, dn :judging Michcal 
; Gait frdm p 
first and Ocof Morrison 
:,/■ placcd'sccond.:;'
Five years ago, the late 
Torn Moneyi an out-
The famous “LOnE & iyiARKETV
Shown abovn: '^Market'' (Groon) Highly chip and break rosistanl flintwaru,, rilsh- 
washor safe with ovon and flamo-prool accossorios. Largo range of plocos avallablo 
■pricod’frorm.,,..........
FOn A LIMITED TIME ONLY








Hobby farms don't pay share
The dispute between the Capital Regional 
District and some of its member municipalities 
over federal grants in lieu of taxes has been foolish 
from the start, but it has now gone so far that the 
provincial government ought to step in and put a 
: stopToVit.;;>,;.;3 V-'
After years of requisitioning its operating costs 
frbrn the municipalities on one basis^ the CRD has 
decided that the Municipal Act means something 
different, and is demanding that North Saanich 
and Esquimau, in particular, pay over large 
amounts of money for past years.
Now it has launched a lawsuit for amounts it 
considers owing for the year 1981, and Sidney and 
North Saanich have decided to fight the issue in 
court.
For two levels of municipal government to be 
fighting in court over * anything is ridiculous. The 
entire cost for both sides will have to come from 
the same source, the municipal taxpayer, and no 
matter how much is spent on lawyers’ fees and 
other costs not one cent of additional money will 
be generated.
V'- 'iThe taxpayer will, simply have,to fork out more
We are writing in support of Gordon Ewan and his 
contention that hobby farmers are not paying their 
share of the tax load.
Farmers, big and small, cannot pay the taxes the rest 
of us do and compete in the market place. But for those 
of us who hold full time jobs, or whose main source of 
income is not our farms, pur taxes should reflect only 
the value of our propeties and the services provided by 
the municipality.
thousand dollars a year, we are making a significant 
contribution to their lifestyle and we get little in return. 
If they choose to live on agricultural land let them, but
that he should be given a thousand dollar tax break? If 
the growing of fruit and vegetables is considered to be a 
service to the area, we claim a tax break too. Our 
gardens and pur orchards providemuch of our food and 
thus contribute to our income.
Perhaps we waterfront: owners are taxed for qur 
beautiful sea views. But beauty is said to be in the eye of 
the beholder. Who is to say that a sea view is more 
:;beautiful:thah the view of one’s pwri fields, gardens and
fruit trees?
When we subsidize our hobby farmers to the tune of a
Council, and in some cases the press have been 
ignoring Gordon Ewan for so long that they just do riot 










60 YEARS AGO . :
From the July 12,1923, issue of The Review
On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, July 13,14 and 15, 
the automobile ferry Motor Princess, it is announced at 
the office of the B.C. Coast Steamship Service, will 
again make Saariichton her Vancouver Island port of 
landing, owing to the extreme low tides at Sidney, which 
is the usual terminal.
On Monday, July 16, the Motor Princess will resume 
her calls at Sidney;
The temporary call at Saanichton it is pointed but, 
will be to the advantage of motorists, as the detour from 
Sidney caused by the paving work, will bcavoided. 
-,--50YEARSAGO;.-:;:".-'V:;-«'';;:'x;,;:-;- 
From the July 12,1933, issue of The Review
Ad submitted by the B.C. Telephone Co.
“Yes I’m working^’’ said Tom Wilson.“I was 
notified to report to the shop last week — and the good 
news came byfelephone.lI say that because only a short
The recent public hearing on the proposed doubling 
of residential density on Cioake Hill, was poorly at­
tended, and 'not covered by the newspaper.: Yet the 
Continued on Page Al2
divided up differently — and it will be divided dif­
ferently no matter who wins because the lawyers 
will end up with a lot of it.
That’s obviously a poor idea, but there could be 
conditions under which it couldn’t be avoided. Not 
so in this case, however.
What the two sides are disputing is the meaning 
of legislation passed by the authority that also 
created them both, the provincial government.
What governments mean is often set outwith in­
sufficient clarity in the legislation they prepare, 
and a lot of time and money is spent in courts
novel, about inseparable twin brothers who spend the 80 
years of their lives on a Welsh farm, reflects an at­
tention to rural, homely things that cause them to glow 
with a visionary light.
CHRONICLE OF A DEATH FORETOLD, by 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez. The story of a vengeance
while ago T was 
out.
cOuld; He said that my chances of being re-eniployed 
depended a great deal upon whether I cotild be reached 
by telephone.
“Well I took the advice, and, sure enough, when 
work developed I was notified by telephone. If I had 
acted on the first impulse I might not be working
Mc^x-Klemns:;
m a
Dere is a selection of new books that might strike 
your fancy for vacation reading this year. They are all 
available through either the Sidney-North Saanich or
•but what the words they used did say, whet^ 
mean);' it or not.
Where the contending parties are independent of 
government that can’t be helped.
In this case; however, the provincial goyernmenf
what it meant, and instruct them Jo behave acpr-
The result might well be differ from the inter­
pretation a judge would have arrived at, but that 
hardly matters, since no one will ever know.
Every aspect of the dispute comes under provin­
cial authority, ahdthe province should settle it. '
: - CONFESSIONS OF AN F ACTOR, ;by Laurence x 
Olivier. A moving autobiography in which the 
fascinated reader not? only meets Olivier playing 
Hamlet;:Macbeth;ahd Heathcliff, but also discovers the 
'manbehihd the masksn^^'x
CHANGING ANATOMY OF BRITAIN, by 
Anthony Sampson. This revision of Mr. Sampson’s 
1962 book offers a portraitdf Britain that is as good as 
any writer is likely to provide: witty, incisive and 
pr6bing.''-X:.T
WAR IN THE FALKLANDS, by The Sunday Times 
of London Insight Team. A fascinating account of the 
critical events in 1982, with full coverage and in-depth 
'/analysis.:?'^',
RITUAL MURDER, by T.S. Haymon. A sensitively 
written story about a murder in a cathedral in Britain 
that duplicates a crime blamed on the Jews in the 12th 
Century; Suddenly anti-Sfemitism,appears;in the quiet 
town. The ending is a shocker.
: ON THE BLACK HILL, by Bruce Chatwin. His first
fact byf a 'narrator;: who?-g^^
documents, speculation and faded memories. This story: 
will stand as one of the best and most powerfully 
rendered murders in modern literature.
HEARTBURN, by Nora Ephroh. In a story that 
bristles with wit and shows remarkable similarity to 
events in her own marriage, the author describes the 
breakup of a marriage between a Washington columnist 
and a foOd writer. :
LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL, by John Le Carre. 
Palestinian terrorists, Israeli antiterrorists, and an 
English actress named Charlie with divided loyalties 
meet in>a very mature, inventive and powerful noyel of 
inlernationalintrigue. ^
MISTS OF AVALON, by Marion Bradley. The story 
of King Arthur and the Round Table is vividly retold 
from the viewpoint of its principal women: Viviane, 
Gwynfar,MorgaineandIgraine.
BEST OF GRANT MacEWAN. by Grant MacEwan. 
A collection of some of his best writing, reflecting the
The man with a telephone has the best chance of 
getting a job.
40 YEARS AGO
From the July 14,1943, issue of The Review
The full story of prompt and well co-ordinated action 
by Aircraft Detection Corps observers on Vancouver 
Island in the crash Of: an American aircraft last month; 
has just been revealed in reports? to ^Western Air 
Goihrnand headquarters; action which resulted in the 
rescue of a United States flier from an ocean reef after 
;;-hisplane'had'sunk. ?-?
After searching approximately a mile along the rocky 
coast, the search party saw a man clinging to a reef close 
to shore. Oh reaching him, the party learned that?the 
aircraft had crashed in the water and there was a second 
man aboard. ■■ ;:?^'?'.-^??'?':?''?,;-x'?'-x''r?;'--'?:?'-'x::-??'
With difficulty, the airman suffering from severe 
shock and cuts and bruises, was brought to dry
but nothing further was found but an oil slick on the 
.water.-'/:
'■30YEARSAGO?:.'
From the July 15,1953, issue of The Review
in North
books, which commemorates MacEwan’s 80th birthday 
.this year../:-
NIGHT DROP AT EDE, by John Windsor. The true
Holland during World War 11.
Public Scrvice Coinmissionxon the basis of experience, 
job qualifications; n\crits and?aH the other silly thihgs
Victoria --t I would like Premier Bennett to dig deep 
? into his pork barrel and come up with a Job for yours | 
truly. 11
Government agent in Cranbrpok \yould be pice. Pd 
.settle for another posting, but 1 like skiing and the .snow 
in and around Cranbrook is great,
Yc.s, 1 know. I'm not a relative of the premier, like 
;?;Tony'Tqzer Jvhq;wnsjusi;appqint'e(l, governprent: agent' 
for the prctnicr’s home town. Kelowna,
But I did hold the door open for the premier once,
: and I always address him us VMr. Premier’;at,press 
;:;,:-'cqiifei’enccSj?'rieyei?as,;?*Biir.:J;knovv;W'hjeh.sidC'Of;the;, 
barrel I am.
And I’m going to continue being nice to the premier, 
rm gotnii, to support hi.-; pork barrel policicr., previded, 
of course, I'm a beneficiary of those policies. As I said, 
a nice government agent’s job in or near a sk) resort 
would suit me just line.
/?/'?:?J/mcan;:wlio Jiecdsjhc.,merit-sy.i«tcrn/any\vay;/-l*qr. .30., 
years, government agents have been chosen by the
government. For all you know, the bum may vote for 
the other side in the next election that comes along,
It’s difficult to be serious in the face of the gover- 
mcru*.s flagrant violation of a sound principle that’s 
been in place for 30 years. Prior to the h’iftie«i, many 
high-ranking public service jobs wefe? awarded?qn 
politicalmcrils.
Thai^s the reason We have a Public, Service Act and a 
; Public Service Cornniissicm. WUh llK arrivali qf thosn? 
institutions, we began to strive for ptihlic iscrvicc based 
on the British model, a public service that is free fibrn 
political interference.
We never nmnnged quite Io:acl|ievc that goal. Deputy 
; ministers, for instance,? hayc/ alvvays been political 
appointments; But the bulk of the public service has 
. become frcc?of political interference, including thc 60- 
odd job,^ of goyernment agents.
wonder what OcWge Brodic, the executive director 
of government agcncic-s, thinks Of 'rdzer’s pork barrel 
„ ? uppointinent? Brqdie js a public scDUOf in
tradition and he would never publicly express mr 
oplirion on a political move. But l’m^ &
The obvioms question is: Will the trend continue? The
service.
sct'vicc hirarchy. Assistant deputy mnisters arc already 
/ highly politicized. Directors may be next.
In the end, we'll be only one step removed from the 
:?Amcrican system winch clect.s its dog catchers.
There’s a theory that the resurrection of the pork 
? barrel system of public service appoiniments has been 
trigBercd by the rccessiioni Witb jobs a scarce com- 
ruodity, the goyernment makcs?surc that the few jobs 
/ that are available go to its friends arid supporters.
The issue may leave you cold If you’re a supporter of 
the Social Credit government, but you must remember 
that mo government stays in power? forever, Sooner or 
later this government mnst l'all and will fall. Are you
Socred appointments and replacing them with their 
faithful?
: ? I CanJtc)ncstly say that prospect docm'i excite me any 
more than the current developments, I have a healthy 
cllsi rust of ally |iiiirty. tmy goveriimenl i ah^ I would like 
to he assured tlirn at least the public service is free from 
political interference.
, I3m-eaiicrals arc iinich nmligiicd, but I would feel
,‘iUl'ei.?vvriVi'a. p.'ublic!,service ili;:ii,,vyoi k?s qn| ihy,b'e-bal|',?not.''
to?.bc in
July. Although the number of passengers passing 
through the Sidney outlet during the month of June 
compared favourably with the number obtainirig last 
year, a major advance was made as weather improved 
after the beginning of this month;
Water traffic has already doubled and air traffic from 
the United States to Patricia Bay Airport is up by 20 per 
cent over last year.
The number of yachts calling at Sidney from the 
United States during the first two weeks of July? was 
double those calling during the entire rrionth of June. In 
June 3 foreign vessels called at Sidney; In July, up to the 
? end of the second week, more than 150 had already 
called.
20 YEARS AGO
From the July 17,1963, Issue of The Review
Oii TuestJay, July 30, bwner-electqrs of the yillage of 
Sidney will be inyited tb vote on a fuiiher extension of 
the boundaries of the village riiiunlcipality;? Proposed' 
extension would move the boundaries further south, 
west and north,
Proposed extension to the village would include the 
addition of one half-block to the southern boundary, 
squaring of the western boundary along the East 
Saanich Road, arid a large addition to the north in­
cluding Roberts Point, Armstrong Point and a portion 
of Mill Point.
Petitions presented to the council represent over 86
Major reason for the bid to?join?thc village is i<)V 
health and sanitation.,.- ?'-?'
10 YEARS AGO
Froiri thc July 11,197.1, Issue of Tlic Review 
A special nine man RCM will sdon be setting





position as a logical extension of the government; 
'■///Nri'f' will':Jhe';grivernriicnt-Alop-f here,''.Political -ap-/.
;lriJ’et,fqspecf;jfiriuk-l’llwithdrmv-myiipplSr»tiori-for' 
flic goyernmeril agent's job In Cranbrook; 
rite door bpcn?lq| ibe qrewiepand IMl stilbr
iniilliio him nni ill /calling liiiitn iatlHcsscoiilcre^^^^
?Uut f thiriH Mgirii where I atu to Mep an eye on
the griys in eharge of the pork barrel.
sport, will locate: itself on the grrounds of Inc Patricia 
Bay Airport, It will operate, wltlVone'caf;dn a 24 hpur
bfisf*;. .........................................................
Sergeant Frank Dalzicl, a 22-ycar man with the force, 
has already taken up duties at the aerodrome; He ex­
plained that hi-jacking of aircraR was just one of the 
crimes bis Iorec would be trying to prevent,
”We are to patrol everything on MOT propcity".
■/•///■; Riivniw
Beacon Plaza in Sidney 
was victimized by glass 
cutting burglars July 5 and 
as a result a $250 guitar was 
stolen from Kev’s Boogie 
Sound, a music store within 
the complex.
RCMP on patrol duty 
discoverd a hole cut in the 
glass door on the west side 
of the Plaza around 3:50 
a.m. Police said that once 
the culprits- had gained 
entry into the building they 
broke into the music store 
by smashing a window. It is 
not known if anything else 
was stolen or if any other 
stores were victimized. 
Police are still investigating.
In other police news, 
$600 in cash was snatched 
from a purse inside a house 
on Oakville Ave., sometime 
on .luly 4 or 5. Police could 
find no signs of forced 
entry.
In another break-in, a 
$1,500 stereo was stolen 
from a residence on 
Roddard Rd. Apparently 
burglars got through a 
bathroom window 
sometime between 8 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. July 5.
On July 7 a B.C. 
Telephone vehicle was 
stripped of $200 worth of 
block and tackle equipment 
while parked on Mills Rd.
North Saanich satellite fire hall on McTavish Road at Cresswell Road is well on way to completion.
John Green photo
Central Saanich Lions 
Club members are now 
gearing up for their major 
fund-raising event, the 
annual Central Saanich 
Days, to be held on July 30 
to August 1 in Centennial 
Park. Three fun-filled days
have been planned 
culminating in a draw for 
the winning ticket bh a 1983 
Chevette
Sausage and pancake 
breakfasts will be served 
daily until 11:00 a.m. ahdj 
for the rest of the day club' 
members will be serving 
hamburgers, hot dogs, 
beef-in-a-bun, corn, pop, 
ice cream and ' coffee. A 
large Bavarian Garden will 
offer-bool libations to tHe
thirsty and a cider bar will 
also be in operation.
Entertainment will be 
provided for the whole 
family, the highlights in­
cluding two wrestling bouts 
featuring well-known 
professional wrestlers Gene 
Kiniski, Dan Kroffat, Eric 
Frolich and Igor Volgood, a 
full-contact Karate bout 
between Larry Mudder and 
Frank Piickett and a 24- 
team softball tournament.
Oth e tiy entertain men t 
being" provided; is a mixed 
; doubles darts tournament, 
bingo, various games-of- 
chance, childrens’ rides and 
races. Further en­
tertainment is being 
planned but was not
finalized at the time of 
going to press.
Central Saanich Lions 
Club is the largest on 
Vancouver Island. The club 
offers both financial and 
physical aid to crippled and 
retarded children and other 
worthy causes which have 
included recently the camp 
at ShaWnigan Lake for 
crippled children, the new 
Senio r C i tize n s ’
headquarters in Brentwood, 
imp rq v e m e ri t s 16 ^; C e n t 
tennial Park and the Rom 
knOtt ball park, the Queen 
Alexandra Solarium, the 
annual Easter Egg Hunt, 
the award of two $500 
.scholarships to deserving 
students and the provision 
of a 50-inch colour
television set and a talking 
book machine for the blind 
to the Extended Care Unit 
of the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital.
Other projects, too 
numerous to mention, have 
been given financial 
assistance. The club’s
headquarters, the Lions 
Den, on East Saanich 
Road, has been made 
available, free-of-charge, to 
various organizations 
including the Senior 
Citizens, the 500 Club, 








Bus. 658-5584 Res. 656-1601 
Pager 388-5464#252
M BLOCK BROS.
IU3 REALTY LIMITED ...
.'i 1 ' 2449 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Receive a ticket on Central 
Saanich Lions C!ub Draw for 
a Chevette with each propane 
on;
(Min. $4.00 fiii)







*^n :0PEN l)AILY;1 k
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food
mi iN,;0fT<r/\kE:0UT ^
812 Vordicr Avoi, Brentwood Bay
652*3622
Steak a Chowder Mouso /
“On Ihii WiilBi |l(enlwiin(l lliiv>' , • ; : ■
‘y’'y\['Jry.<mr l»nUWv-''''y:.] y,
y 40 item saM bar ' 
Breakfast; lunch & Dinner Daily 
Siindny Brunch ll:304!30 
7172 Brcntwooif privo 
Phono 652*2413 or 652-9515
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
Wiisi fni.iiiii h H'i tiy 




' “ GAY & LORNE
Tuesday thru Saturday 
.11:30 a.m,« 7:30 n.ni. 




ll(initi!)iyli! CnoHiiifi ft H.iVinu |
,Tl Old |■<1Shlon('(l I’m cs I
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK " "







I-' Enioy aurYtl'iliirn linii.td R-u 
: ;i/\Ki'-()Ul (iHDfRS. ^
IN THB'fEACON PLAZA MAU
2321 Boacon
656-4822
STEAK, Pim & SPAGHEni HOUSE 
Evening Oirdng in 
find Mcdltorroncnn Tradition
Mnn ithiitK 11 » Ri lo l? miriiiKilil ; V
Jri,'* S«t'll *m,-I 
’ WM K HOUBayS 4 R.in.-ru P,m.
' v,-;^optNrontuncH 
TAKE OUTS OSfi-'iSDB - 7
5lh & Beacon SIDNEY
REDDI-eHEF vTAKE'^out;
CHICKEN. niS, BURGERS. SOFT ICE CREAM Y ;
: VVEDNESDAY SPEC!
• 12 pc*. Chicken, large Wedgies, mod. Coleslaw
;Reg.$14.00;
DBU-aihStrool.Sidndy
UI'EN M0N,-IHl;,in 8; SAi ; IfiM l)N-
Groat Hamburgor Sandwichns
Van Isle Maiina ; 
2320 Harbour Rd.
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm i 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm 6S6*652lJ
for FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
: Mon. 10 Fri, D am. 9 pni 
Sal, 9 am-10 pm ; Suni9 nni-n pm
656*4115 2359 Beacon Avo
RCMF^ arc presently 
investigating disappearance 
of a portable radio and also 
some wilful damage done at 
the Victoria Airport ter­
minal. They said members 
of the New Westminister 
Salmonbellics lacrosse team 
were using the terminal at 
the time.
Two local residents have 
been charged for wilful 
damage to a phone at the 
Beacon wharf that cause an 
estimated $35 damage.
Charged are, Anthony 
Edward Wass, 19, of 
Beacon Ave., Sidney and 
Jordy John Sanderson, 20, 







tr First CliissMofils - Fast Service 
'22S0'Dettcoit'':::;"'''":;rG50417G
Whtn it conies to dihincj'out qur^r^^ 
do niore than .anyone! Let us 
plan air appropriate adverllsing nienu, .;; 
cal I today;,(or .assisl a nen
NimiYmmTAiNMmr
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Capital Regional District, 
assisted by the federal 
government’s community 
development program, has 
published a guide to 
regional parks. It can be 
obtained from the Regional 
Parks Department, 490 
Atkins Ave., or the CRD 
office at 524 Yates, or at 
.some bookstores. Price is 
' $2. , ,
There are 15 regional 
parks, of which two are in 
North Saanich and one in 
Central Saanich, with three 
more not far away.
Horth Hill Park, reached
off Tatlow Road, is 
described as offering 
hiking, birdwatching and 
hilltop lookout. It is 29 
hectares in size and has 
three kilometres of hiking 
trails.
Coles Bay Park, reached 
off Inverness Rd., has 
walking, beachcombing.
picnicking, birdwatching, 
and swimming. It is nine 
hectares in size and contains 
century-old Douglas 
trees. Main attraction is the 
beach, with some of the 
warmest water for swim­
ming in the region.
Island View Beach Park, 
at the east end of View 
Road, has a boat launching 




swimming. It is 25 hectares 
in size, but the only walking 
trail is along the beach.
There are privies at all 
three parks, but no change - 
rooms at the beaches, or 
swimming floats* or 
lifeguards.
East Sooke park is the 
largest in the system at 1422 
hectares (5'/4 square miles). 
The other two large parks 
are Elk/Beaver Lake and 
Mount Work, both just 
over 400 hectares.
SIDNEY RflEAT MARKET
9786 ■ 2iid street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, CRAIN-FED. GUARANTEED CANADA "A"
WELL-AGED
T-BONE, NEW YORK 
RIB EYE STEAKS
HOMEMADE SAIISA6ES - PORK BEEF & BAHCERS
taking ^"hands-on" training with micro-computers at 
Program has three levels and
can take three to four weeks, for which teachers are giving up holi­
day time. John Shaw, far right, is one of three instructors.
John Green photo
lSan«oii««i^SS
E'all €Sif t Show




WIN A COMMODORE 64 
COMPUTER PACKAGE
e rate increase
Close to 300 exhibitors will present 
exciting new items for FALL '83. 
Don't forget to see our New Product 
Display at the show.
Pre-register early and you can win a 
Commodore 64 Computer and 
software by Conti Computer Systems.
;Will; G.P. Air turn over 
its y
se:rvice to Air BljC. on 
October!?
;:; Ah empIpyee spokesrhan
service two years ago face 
costs and commissions: for 
two moves, plus the fact 
that some of them bought : 
homes oh the Peninsula
says they have been hbtifiecl vyhen real estate prices were 
by the company that this higher than they are now. 
will happen. A company All of the employees at 
spokeman says no decision the airport haye a^^^^^^^^^
has been made. years seniority, but they are
The company says there not confident that will
afei three^t alternatives: To guarantee ■ at: Van-
A move to increase travel 
rates to trustees and staff in 
Saanich School District to 
37 cents a mile or 23 cents a 
kilometre, was defeated at a 
meeting of trustees on 
Monday night;
{ Some months agdy the 
board; finance committee, 
headed; by trustee Tois 
Walsh, ; brought in a 
recommendation that rates
School District, Trustee Betts, Galbraith and 
Rubymay Parrott said that Loveless voted against the 
the capital regional district higher rate. Trustees Lott 
rate was ‘‘shocking.’V
Trustees ; Kristianson, increased allowance; -
BUY EARLY, SELL EARLY! HOURS;
You'll find all the new items and best 
deals at Canada's first Fall buying . 
event, the VANCOUVER FALL GIFT
Sunday, August 7 





STRICTLY FOR THE TRADE. NO CONSUMERS;
continue the , present three couver airport, where they jjg increased to 33 and 21 
;■ ipt-v f - Wav a da v!; sav> ■ some ernployees-; - are ■ ■. .r-ant c ■ b*, e.-; m tt rt/-ot tr\n wac
AUTHORIZED DhALER Hours daily 
from 9-5:30 P.IVI:
VISA
jet lights each w y y; y  
to reduce the number of already laid off.
cents
held
but rati fication was 
m abeyance until a
flights while Air B.C. flies Some of the employees further study was made. 
'tri^re,,,pT:,TuTO the whole rnnvpft- hprp ontv a fpw ....................mo ed' e e ly e
service over to Air B.C. rhonth’s’or weeks ago.
Reaching an agreement The company contends 
with C.P. Air employees at that Air B.C., using 50- 
the Patricia Bay Airport is passenger, propellor-driven 
one of the things that must Dash 7 aircraft, could give a 
be done, the company more frequent service, and 
spokesman says, before a Hmt the 39-mile flight is a 
decision can be made, natural for a feeder type of
The employees’ concerns operation, 
are the cost of moving back The spokesman said no 
to the mainland, and decision would be an- 
whether there will be jobs nounced by the company 
for them there if they do. until an agreement about 
Those who have pur- re-location had been
chased homes since the reached with the 14 em- 
company began its Victoria ployees at the airporL
. Walsh said on Monday 
night that the committee, 
after further study, thought 
the higher rate was 
justified. In her report she 
cited the rates for B.C. 
government23.5 cents a 
kilometre; victoria school 
bpardy 37.8 cents; a mile; 
;Sooke school board ^ 23.5 
cents a kilometre and the 
Capital Regional District 50 
to 59 cents a mile.
Announcing that she was 
going to vote against the 
higher rate for; Saanich
sis are going Up arid so, alas,
On August 15 to be e^act But 
yerinont Castings FircPlacc befbre that date
Handy 2-8taUori Intercom
UsoRftV bfitlory lor
-oporaiion nnywhoifl ... 
Wilh66’cabl«,4;j??i/
Your best sound value
MC->l401iEipi3nKer9 riow El foi TlKi prico.;; 
;6f i ; Two*wny bats*iTjilox tlesHin, hoconv 
monclLKl poW<?r handling 5& Wfills. ii. vwh
y" Direct-entry scanner
PRO-2020 ficannor lot,home or car'. Scans 











on. ; ioikJ Roquiros
M IKV;"V ,':'.,;;T;i)n0"AA'"col|.,,','
VICTORI/i





'ti ' ' jj'.w.;; ' , " '■>» .11
■■■ Ci,' ,, ,,, ,, M . .11r- '**' ^ .'-a, ,64 ■■ ,*(»
.;,y
Improve car stereo sound
40<w,'m,b<50siorl'Dquali7tjr dollvorsihd ‘ I,: 
;?iOuhai yqu'vo iiiwaysiivflniod,'-" wiihbul 
...fOpiiHVmg yout pWMlfH CRf MefOO,, ifdWJ mm
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Sidney Lions have built cream products, coffee and 
themselves the world’s pop.
biggest “Lunchbox” On the side is a ramp with 
enabling them to set up stairs for the customers that 
shop selling a variety of all folds away when the 
cooked and cold con- trailer is being’ moved. It 
coctions anywhere there is has its own braking system, 
money to be raised by and a pickup truck can haul 
feeding a crowd. it.
It is a trailer eight feet Originally it was a 
wide and 20 feet long, with portable office, but the 
room for a crew of six to Lions, working under the 
work amid a remarkable guidance of Gordon 
array of equipment. McAllister and Art Kool,
Finished inside in shining mounted it on a steel frame 
stainless steel, it contains its and wheels as well as 
own power plant, two equippingit for cooking, 
propane grills, a deep fryer, It took six months to do 
a deep freeze, a hot water the job, with most of the 39 
system, and a holding tank members taking part. Even 
for dishwater. wiring and gas fitting were
Regular menu includes done by Lions and eyery- 
hamburgers, hot dogs, thing has passed sanitary 
pancakes, sausages, ice and fire inspections.
qUPERIOR
.X. ... ,J. . • J.
^ 2104 i^alavienK
656"9434 ; Sidney ■ 856-5iSI
^'Lunchbox" built by Sidney Lions contains everything heeded for harbour on Canada Day, and operated successfully in spite of bad 
self-contained catering operations. It was first used at Victoria inner weather. John Green photo
Navy holds : Sei^iee club hon^^
Boaters who run out OL Pat Bay or Trans Canada 
I Tourists and residents of Sidney council meeting suggestion Of Aid. Jim ; gas may be charged a fee Highway ^w^^
1 Greater Victoria are invited started out on a positive Lang it was tabled until for marine rescue in future, if our gas indicator is wrong
1 to visit the ships of note on Monday aS Ken after a public hearing if members of North dr we have; miscalculated
Maritime Forces Pacific Pleasance, on behalf of concerning the Kipot Saanich council have their our gas consumption.
presented the development which will wish. , “We would have to pay
f Each Sunday afternoon; council with a certificate of require entrances onto t
from 1 to 4 p.m. visitors to appreciation for its co- James White for a gas bar. welcomed the suggestion Council welcomed his 
Esquimau’s Navy operation and service to the The hearing will be held put forewarcl by emergency proposal to write to the
Dockyard will be able to community. next Monday at 7:30 p.m. programme co-ordinator Ministry of the Environ-
tour a Canadian destroyer The question of the Mike Stanlake, who has Norman Rubenstein in a rnent requesting that the
.: ----- —, ,,------ provincc make soiTic chargc;
- White Boulevard
open house is: vised that it should not be a pub closed off, told council
noted in his for gas shortage marine
the letter that “I feel neither rescues, and strongly ap- 
j cil you nor 1 can ask the police plauded his initiative.
-'.'2.12*-'. i.'-'’,"'' '.V'- a f A 4* /*V:" A' 2-' i■llllllll■■^^lll —■iBiPHiifp iiiwimiiii iIim—mi n ■iirniwnTMuiiiiiiiiinMii r
; Mackenzie; August 7 - questions, starting at 7:30^^^ 
I HMCS Saskatchewan; p.m. and change the start of 
August 14 - HMCS Yukon; the regular meetings to 
August 21 - HMCS 7:45.
CHAI^BER OF COfVIS^EBCE
Members & guests
, Mackenzie;; ^ 28 - A by-law was ori the |
, HMCS Provider. agenda that would have cut '
yVoarfull^niceiKtstoreT 
“Your pets happiness 
is our business"
, “Open ships’’ will off access to Jarnes W
I normally be berthed at Boulevard from the Traye- 
. either “A” or “B’’ Jetty, lodge property but at the
Traditional Larhb Roast 
and all the trimmings 
at Periklis
/ vbirds - ^aqiJariums 
;; :':?,smali:aniifiais:;;:
; trppicaIJish > 
pet & horse ;supplies
Tickets ® 12^^ limited to 100
Buy your tickets now at
EISVIEUj
or Chamber of Commerce
Mon. to Thurs & Sat 
9:30 - 5:30'- 
Friday 9:30 -6:00
■ By SlephenTaylor
,[The second of two nrticlcK] /,, 
j In the last article cohsideratiori was given to the need 
j to place a valuation onjsccurities, establishing an estate ' 
y account and ; mention wits made of the decision to'
' dispose or transfer. This article will dcal with ways to
I person to beneficiaries. ;
i the rcsidtial assets of a deceased person in accordance 
I with that person’s last svishes ns prescribed in the last 
I W and T'esiantent/ ilpom. death, all assets and 
liabilities pass to the e.xecuior. It could be many years 
' before the Will is complied with, but frequently the task 
lakes only it few months. If the deceased leaves their■ 
, affairs in’ good order the task is made considerably 
easier.
::i656.33i4;'
T Bbacoti Plaza 
,2317 Beacon Ave,,
] 2'; ;v;;, .Sidney;:’:-
UWl
‘ When there is a percoplion that death is close, it is
' granted power of attorney andyto have ;securiiics 2 
deposited to an account and held in bulk .segregation. 
This faldlitatcs valuation at the time of death and en- 
Si " siircs that securities are properly listed. At such^
could be appropriate to consider, the disposition ol 
; ! foreign securities to avptd frustrating; time-constiming
/
•oa
Another problem: that frequently confronts un 
executor is that of divisibility where, for example, a 
$5,000.06 Corporate boiid is io be divided between two 
; I Indh Consultatioh there may be threebeneficiaries. ,jp n e  
■y'-pdssible;courses;ofacilbh;-;■ ;■>;',i
; a) sell I Ini' five bdndshnil divide the proceeds, jl: y
b) :scll one bond tlmi transfer 2 bonds and half the 
'...proceeds to each beneficiary,.....,y^-,.
c) if the bond is considered to be worth retaining, use ; 
■ other: funds inutile estate to puyehase iv sixth bond
Of course, eaciv of the above courses of action could 
: also be takeii prior uvdeath syhich sinularly reduces file ^
} iWork of an e.vecutor.
:-,;;:;'::T':bereTs: oftcii;a,:Teclipg;j)fby 
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Fitness aim off target
Wi
Harvey’s Bicycle midget 
girls softball team didn’t 
fair well in the B.C. 
Championships, held July 9 
and 10 in Squamish — but 
according to their coach, 
Bonnie Braithwaite, they 
did have alot of fun.
The team representing 
the Colwood and district 
league in the 16-18 age 
group lost their first three 
games of the round-robin 
tournament and then finally 
got a piece of a victory July 
10 when they tied against 
Kamloops 18-18.
They lost their first game 
by four runs to Squamish. 
In that game a Squamish
player trying to steal home 
ran into the catcher and was 
.rushed to a Vancouver 
hospital with a broken leg. 
They lost there second game 
5-3 to Richmond and the 
third game by 10 runs to 
Haney.
Current stress on cardio­
vascular fitness is putting 
the cart before the horse, 
according to Prof. Bill Ross 
of Simon Fraser Univer­
sity’s department of
Ruth Gill had a lot of 
success bunting throughout 
the tournament. In their 5-3 
loss to Richmond she had a 
homer and a triple on 
bunts. Both were results of 
Richmond errors. Terry 
Prince and Paula Newton 
shared the pitching duties 




system trains easily,” Ross 
explains, “It goes along for 
the ride. But what really 
needs work is the muscular 
and skeletal system.
‘‘Too many programs 
put too much emphasis on 
the cardio-vascular aspects 
without recognizing the 
need to build up the system 
that carries it.
‘‘It really makes sense to 
take a ‘go slow’ attitude 
and work on the area that is 
most difficult to improve -- 
and accept slow, steady 
progress rather than go with 
a quick improvement in the 
cardio-vascular system and 
face a breakdown with 
pain, soreness and joint 
problems.”
They were number one! Greg Wiltjer, second from left, and North Idaho teammates after winning National 
Junior College Athletic Association regional championship in 1980. They finished eighth among all U.S. 
'7Mrt/orCO//eges.''-
GARBAGE
As an added convenience to our customers, the office and 
drop-off site of C.R. Disposal will be open Saturdays from 
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. This will allow those who do their 
yard clean-ups on weekends to dump the garbage in our
1 '.
: Greg Wiltjer, former star 
of Parkland Panthers and 
nOw playing center for 
Gaihada^s national team, 
had to; be persuaded by 
fellow students to turn but 1 
for basketball.
He was already 6’6” tall 
when he arrived ■ from S.J; 
Willis JuniorTSecondaiw^ irf: 
Victoria to start grade 10, 
but he had never played 
basketball, and he didn’t 
try it until he was half way 
through Grade 11.
That summer he went to 
-.Australia on a basketball 
exchange program, but 
poach Joe Milligan’s hopes 
ifwere dashed when WiltjerJ 
injured an ankle playing 
volleyball before the hoop 
season started. He wasn’t 
able to rejoin the team until 
the season was two-thirds
playing Double A.
They had their sights; on 
the B. C. championship, but 
were derailed at the tourna­
ment by Richmond Colts, 
and then lqs;t a second game 
after ' star guard : Quinn : 
Gfoeiiheyde was injured.
Wiltjer, by then 6’9”, 
was an all-s tar at the B. G. : 
champi6nships,andGr6en- 
heydelwas qh the second all-. 
star team.
On graduation Wiltjer 
had offers from several 
colleges in the United
States, and decided to play 
at North' Idaho Junior
“ . ifi «; r^r\iTPr. H* A lpn<a bb.
over.
That year, 1979, Park­
land had an exceptional 
team, and without Wiltjer 
they began a string of 25 
Victories, even thbugb They 
were a ; Single ; A ischqol
College in Couer d’ lene.
• He was there for two years, 
and was named to the 10- 
man Junior College All- 
American team.
Sixty-six U.S. universities 
tried to recruit him, and he 
chose Oregon State at 
Eugene, w'here he attended 
for one year. An ankle 
i njury put him out of action 
at Christmas.
That summer he decided 
to switch to; University of
Victoria, where he will have 
two years of basketball 
eligibility left instead of 
one, and can work up to his 
goal of playing for Canada 
in the Olympics. He will 
al so: team up again wi th 
G r 6 e n h e y d e, a 1 r e a d y i a 
■Viking.-'', AT'-:'
A Required to sit out a year 
a f t e r A t r a n s f e f r i n g, A he 
practiced with the Vikings 
this A year, bu t coul d not 
play; He kept his eye sharp : 
fjlaying‘ for a senior men’s 
team in Seattle.
This summer, as almost 
everyone is aware, he is 
playing with the national 
team which last weekend 
defeated the United States 
and then Yugoslavia, to win 
the world title at the 
University Games in 
Edmonton. In August the 
tearri AwiHAplay iih the Pari- 
.American Games.
Two weeks ago the 
national team played; a 
warmu^ - Tit
Uniyersity; of A ;Victoria; 
de feat i ng A th e Chinese
national team, which has a 
centre so tall that Wiltjer, 
now just under seven feet, 
onlyA comes up to his 
shoulder.
A As he has moved up in 
the basketball world he has 
not; forgotten either his old 
coach or his old school, and 
Milligan is proud of the fact 
that when he Areturns to 
Victoria he comes to the 
school for a visit and a 
workout with today’s; Pam 
iThersvA-''A'A
It makes good cents, and dollars, too. Shop locally before you leave for your 
yacatipn;AWhy pay [resold area iriflaledv‘'tourlst’' pric 
services you can buy right here at home... and for much less?
.'if
Ybu[llsdyelnApth0rvvaystpo.Whenydush6pbeforeyougo,[you1lsavevalU“ 
ableyacation timo that you could be spending funning and sunning. Locai shopping 
also saves you high pricedA hard to find gas. Make your vacation a rial vacation. Ybu’ll 
enjoy it merer save time, money and energy by shopping locally befoi'e you leave;
Ato need fo mam ..;fhe best shopp/hg^/ie^
■■ a;
2367 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. VSl 3S5
8//■v.-i.vj'-/
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Saanich Peninsula All-Arabian Horse Show held July 9 - 10 at Saanichton 
fairgrounds attracted horse lovers from all over Vancouver Island and mainland. 
Tonie Stockhausen, above, on IbnBadi placed first in purebred show hack senior 
amateur class. Jody Crawford, right, on Heaniad Apex, finished first in half- 
Arab and English hunter pleasure novice class. Murray Sharrait photo
F. Mann was medalist second flight — M. Brow- 
with the low net score at the ett, runner-up B. Wilson, 
annual George Paulin third flight — B. Brock, 
Handicap golf tournament runner-up B. Davies, fourth 
played July 4-8 at Glen flight — M. Milbrath, run- 
Meadows Golf and Country ner-up K. Brynelson, fifth 
Club. Pat Hanson with the flight — B. Davis, runner- 
low gross score was the up V. Collins, sixth flight 
I tournament champion. — J. Donald, runner-up A.
J. Horton was runner-up Smith, Kventh flight- B. 
TheRoyJewellMemorial on Dime N’Jewel won hunt seat over fences: while M. Greenwood won '-»arland, runner-up E.
Grand Prix was a fitting Hunter under 3’. Christa Munton on Kelsey. the consolation. D. Clark Hay, ninth flight — H. Kit-
climax to the Cordova Bay First Place winners in the Junior amateur working finished second in the Heson, runner-up D. Fett- 
i Hunter Jumper Show held show were: hunter; warm up hunter consolation round. erly, tenth flight — E. Slug-
1 July 1 and 2 at McMinn Working hunter under 2’6”: Pamela Fox on ^ r,- E • gett, runner-up M. Ball,
Farm. winners eleventh flight — T. Reid.
Bo Mearns oh Shadow .greens Working hunter 2’9”: : The eighth flight was not
Box and Kelly McCullagh maiden equitation: Vicky Christa GustOvsoh on T'*?* “ J. Jeffrey, completed because of
j on Roxy duelled for first Copeland on Dime Nf Scarborough
place over a difficult timed Jewel.^^^^^ ; - ^ hunter 3^ —
course with fences of 4’6” Equitation — all ages; 3’3”; working hunter 3’3”
rriaximum height with Bo warm up hunter ^ _
Mearns establishing the win hunter seat equitation 2’9’ V v m









»•< lOI i9< BO< 
»«L»oO




^ Colleen Jewell presented Pctro Sands. ^ oh Summer Breeze
the prizemoney and cooler W Working hunter stake:
on behalf of the McMinn Joyce Ballentyne on Solid Terri Hanna on Solo Slight. 
Family,^ w^^ Suitable to become a
Roy Jewell .well, over the Working hunter 2’6”: jumper: Shirley Burr on
past 25 years'^ Sharon Ball bn Timothy E. Tall Story.
Television coverage of Junior amateur hunter Preliminary jumper:
the Grand Prix, provided 2’6” —2’9”: Glenna Ress Kelly McCullagh on Roxy, 
by Victoria Cable 10 will be on Kahlua Cove. Accumulator jumper:
aired Thursday July 14 at Green horse or rider Tracey Madsen on Space
8:00 p.m. and Tuesday July hunter 2’9” — 3’: Shelly Age.
19 at 4:00 p.m. Smith on Random Note. Roy Jevyell Memorial
Double Grand Aggregate Special hunter 3’: Sonja Grand Prix: Bo Mearns on 
winner was Christa Munton Seyfort on Northern Lights. Shadow Box. 
on Kelsey who won , Handy working hunter Friday judge was Kelly 
Equitation and Hunter 3’ 3’: Maggie Payne on Straits McCullagh and Saturday
and over. Vicki Copeland View. judge Adena Fisher. Nancy
3’6”; equitation under 18^^^^^^/ McMinn planned the
and over 18; equitation 3’3”; open working hunter course.
'fv'
■3:v
at the HOLIDAY INM BROADWAY for only
:c-jMicyfo*
Junflay ,
:: Per pt-ison based ondouO'eocC'j ncy fo* 
'•t ft n’lfi-mj'Ti 0* t«vb niQniS stay; any v 
^ a ^ tfKiay Satutdav O'Saturday Sunday
Call Your Travel Agent or the 
Hotel direct at BT9-0511 ■;;;
............... ...... , ...
: V 71VWEST BROADWAY, VANCOUVER. B.C.
Preatnt Ihit «<lvartl«»m*nl wh*n you ch*ck-|n to 








British Columbia and 
Zlt I Ontario will share; the
•91 
>•90
'••9 1 Canadian under rl 9
Ije# I women’s field hockey title 
i after the final, played July
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!;s| ]: tnustcr a goal in regulation
••til,;'"'" ' ■■:..■•■■--■.






Moll ' remains tied after overtime,
»f9i I
999 9 9 0 j:, H CJW ^0 “ Bl '
' ’ visit: STONEHENGE |
I HARRY EDWARDS HEALING FOUNDAnON I
Explore the world ol the. UNSEEN with ROSE GALLAGHER |
Jinie';:«andv:y aftcr;.::;,twpV;15-^^^^^^^
minute sudden death 
overtime periods the .score 
remained 0-0.
Under normal cir- 
^eumstanccsj whctt the score;;?
r::'.yyv.y';:;v:'''':
penalty flicks arc taken to
'•«# determine a winner, but,
iMMHfU j
the ;P iC, team was forced lb
::S| i hurry off the field in order g 
.••i ; so
it wa
teams Would share the title.
■:::v;r:Thev?i'’:B;':C'.;;ygirls;';'^^
pptstahding^^^^^
from Vaf Brubc and vvere 
i the only team to go through 
the tournament with a 
perfect ; goals-agaltist 
record/;:; ::;.They::'';;;clcfcatcacl',,:?
Quebec 2-0, M
Nova Scotia 6-0 and bent 
Ahtijrla ip thc Scrr»i-finials4-











M*l"'L'!' years Irt'a'rbwb®,*'*'^*’® .v'^vr
j;#£" '^"'''''^'''Thls'''was'The?''Jasf'''tl'me-v 
•45I;;';y;''':tl,erb/^wilV.;;.be'''''a'v;natlonaV''y
•••♦ i j^urnaiTtcnt for under? 19
SUPER COMBO.................... 99*
SOFT MEAT...................^1.25





V “ , 'V.yi,;, ■■ .yv; ■ .;V v.v_yyy'j'j, -I..;.':- 'll ,  , ,1 . I ... • yf . ' y. >
H SEANCES, HEALINGS. READINGS___
H I . ■ MM ^ -M tm. mta 88." ■ iMa. JMi * ■ ; _■ A f ..A A ; 8i> I Jl> ?. ' v• Cost: From $1850.00, including airlaro, most meals, all ac- 9
I comodation & admissions
:?1 , ;________
?-■?■
• M ■' I ; I'•■■■■.'■■ ‘ y.; ‘ .y. '• ' y 'if. .-.V
’v'
I -I.0 ^
, I Victoria ■ ..■i-y r
siviALL;i:;?:;;.v:.y...;;35/;
P* •* c
girls, The format will; b 
changed ncM year to under?; 
»*#• ’ 21 and bnder'18, A number;
•IJJ > i of Vancouver Island girls 
S*;;;:'■;;; '"I'playcd ;■ on ..The;: team'';'
• I including Joan Denrochc,











$359,00 return I 
n ' $339.00 return |








I Victoria to Puerto Vallarta i non-stop I
I Vfnnrniiunr tn lamaica I va couvo  lo joiTi ivo n
B fnr rinUrtll^i 11....................... L'' : 'r " Calf lor dolalls.
■y'?'','y?y'y..':?r';):;;'y'yVy/?;?'>yKy? \:;.ys
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Doyle at summer games
Local, umpire Tom 
Doyle has been invited to 
umpire softball games at 
the B.C. Summer Games in 
Maple Ridge, July 28-31.
A long time Sidney 
resident, Tom is very active 
in the community. He is a 
member of the Victoria 
Umpires Association and 
umpires regularly for 
Sidney, Juan de Fuca and 
McDonald Park Senior 
Men’s Fastball Leagues.
Being chosen to officiate
in the B.C. Games is an 
honour for Doyle, who is 
one of the more popular 
umpires in the association.
Along with his umpire 
duties, Tom coached senior 
youth baseball for a 13- 
year-old Peninsula team 
this season, has coached 
Peninsula Juvenile soccer 
for the past 7 years, referees 
soccer for Lower Island 8 
months of the year, plays; 
men’s hockey in Sidney, 






WALTER H. LAING 
CASE Co-ordinator ^ ^
Do you know about CASE?
This government sponsored assistance program is available to 
any small business.
The counsellors are retired, successtui businessmen.
Reports are confidential. CASE can help you in start-up pro­
cedures tor a new business, purchasing and existing business all 
phases of operation.
Bookkeeping Cashflow Inventory Control
RSarketing Prof it Ratio Financing
For further information contact:
990 Fort St., Victoria, B.C. V8V3K2 388-0161
FEDERAL BUSINESS BANQUE F£d6RALE 
DEVELOPMENT BANK DE DEVELOPPEMENT
Your success is our only business.
Canada
Board sailing buddies Doug Wickstrom, left, and Richard Myerscough sailing on Roberts Bay.
Murray Sharratl photo
J , . :
Murray^ Sharratt T;.
Board sailing— a 
combination of surfing and 
sailing — has become a 
booming sport in recent 
years, sweeping Canada 
and the rest of the world. 
One has only to pass by Elk 
Lake on a day with a fair 
breeze to witness the sport’s 
local popularity.
The number of com- 
pelUive regattas is growing 
rapidly and so is Richard 
Myerscough’s domination 
of the sport in Western 
Canada.
Sidney’s Myerscough, 
now 17, won the Western 
Canada windsurfing 
championships — a three 
day regatta July 1,2 and 3 
on Sylva Lake near Red 
Deer Alberta — for the 
third time in four years;
After settling for second 
place in last year’s 
championships, he regained 
his title this year by 
sweeping all four events. As 
well, he qualified for the 
world dliampionships to be 
held Aug. 25-Sept. 5 in 
Kingston; Ontario;;.; v;\v;"
; He’s not sure hovy he will 
f ai r aga i h s t the top 
boardsailors ; in the world 
but hlopei to finish in the
calculated by averaging; his 
six best results.
Freestyle is ah individual; 
event T sirnilar ; to figure 
skating or; freestyle skiing.
Judges : look for a srribpth ^ 
flow throughout the 
program and mark on 
originality and difficulty of 
tricks. Myerscough says it is 
importat to have a prepared 
program.
Some competitors in­
corporate music to ' their 
programs.
For the slalom event 
competitors race in pairs 
J through six bouys, with the 
loser eliminated each time.
The fourth event, long 
distance racing, is a straight 
away race usually Fyer a JO 
kilometef stretch of watery 
with everyone; corhpeting at 
once.
Sidney; board 
i sailor and good; friend of 
Myerscough, D o u g 
W ickstrom, 18, of 85 83 
Edmar Terrace, hai come 
into his own in the past 
xr year.;
Wickstrom, who has only 
been board sailing for two 
years, did well at this years 
B;C. Championships,
finishing first in the light­
weight triangle racing and 
second behind Myerscough 
in the slalom event.
He also did well at the 
Western; Canada ; cham-r 
pionships, finishing third in / 
slalom.
JJebecame^^^^^i 
board sailing through 
Myerscough, who was a 
pioneer in the sport on 
Vancouver Island, taking it 
up in 1978 when there was 
only one other board sailer 
on the Island.
Wickstrom, who works 
at Leitch and McBride 
Sails, and Myerscough, 
who works part time for the 
Latch Restaurant, both are 
Parkland graduates and 
often travel to Jr 
;; together^;';;;;; j;
; M yer SCOu gh pr ac t ices 
five days a week or 
■ whenever there is a good
wind, usually in frontpf his
family’s'water front home 
at 10455 Xllbay Rdr ; ^^^
Funboarding, an off- 
; shoot of Foard sailing, has 
become a huge success as a 
spectator sport. A five-day 
regatta receritiy held in the 
English Channel off the
coast pf France attracted 
over 100,000 spectators? 
Born of pioneering efforts 
to tame the Hawaiian surf, 
the boards used are shorter 
and are well s uited to high- 
wind sailing, wave riding 
and wave jumping.
Myerscough recently 
travelled to Hawaii to 
compete in the Hawaiian 
World Cup Funboarding 
Championships but lack of 
winds forced the can­
cellation of the regatta.
Board sailing has become 
an official sport of the 
summer Olympics but 
' according to Myerscough 
Cariada’? Olympic program 
operated by the Canadian 
Yachting Association is 
disorganized and laqking in 
' funds..'':'■■'; '■?.
Russia and the United 
States, considered top 
epuntries in the sport, will 
send 10 and eight member- 
teams to the 1984 games in ; 
?Lds Angeles. Canada will 
be represented by just one? 
board sailer.
Myersc recently
attended -a regatta in 
Thornberry Ontario where 
the CYA *>cl6cted one
person to represent Canada 
in the PanAm games in 
Venezuela.
Top professionals in pro 
circuits around the'world 
are making aS much as 
$100,000 a- year in prize 
money and Myerscough 
wouId like a piece of the 
action. He says a pro circuit 
called Pro Board Canada is 
in the making and may 
surface as early as next; 
year.
He expects the circuit, to 
be based mostly in Eastern 
Canada, but to include 
Vancouver? ^Island as th^^^ 
; su r fi ng cond iti ons are ideal . J
I' . ' ’ I
A third place finish in 
freestyle this past April was ? 
: the only blcmisli oh an?
? bthcrwisc perfect showihg 
by Myerscough in this 
; ? year’s; B.C. ?c 
in April,
He finished first overall, 
winning the slalom event 
; ? and ^triangle? racing., ?Long?; 
distance? racih|i, the fdurilt 
event was cancelled due to 
lack of wind, He also won 
the B.C. championships the 
year before.
In the Canadian 
championships held last 
Aug, in Kingston, Myors- 
?eough didn’t do as wcll as 
he would have Hked;- but 
managed a ;? third place 
finish in triangle racing, lie 
says the competition in 
Eastern Canada is much 
tougher than in other parts 
of the country.
? Triangle racing, the most i 
irhporianl of the ; Icmr 
??;?.'events,,?'cdi>shts:??of 'a,■ .spries? ^ 
of sevcti races around buoys 
?;?laycd??'put?;:ih?;?a ? three-sided;? 
'?'?course?'It,is1lic?hnly;Cvent?' 
jhat is divided into weight 
classes. Al) other cyems are 
open,
Weight classes consist of
'??, FghFweight?; (ftC, kilbjjram;,? 
and under), mcdium-lighi 
t(66*70);hicijlium-lieavy(‘h)'
; 77), and hcavy-wcighi 477
'.?''?,andovei'),^.'':;?:Ji; ■;■??:??;,.:;;, ■;■,?.?;:?■:
The surfer’s score is
recently visited Canada, a landmark 
event in Canadian History.
To commemorate the visits we will be 
presenting We i983 Canadian Royal Tour, 
a 32 page memento with fuH<olor 
photographs throughout.
This souvenir album will contain 
not only up-to-date photos of the Royal 
Family during their visit 
and luly i of tW^^^ but will^^a^^ 
afspeclal section od '^ 
tours, both In Canada and abroad.y There; ? 
will also be a retrospective collection of 
d)e last two yea^^^^^ lives of the 
most notable couple In the world.
Continue your collection of Royal 
Family books with The 1983 
Canadian Royal-Jour, a colorful 
record of what bC a momentous ?|//rie? ? 
in Canadian history, „
book, which is due for release
iPleAse note featiirest
♦ Urge I Ibook format.
♦ Printedi on sterling gloss paper.
♦ Umiriated cover.
♦ Full color throughout; I 4^
Ordert Altn Accepted by Telephone...
on Vts,i Of MimerC^^rcl Mcoums. only!
Cflil (416) 947.10611 Mon,.me to 5 pm 
—P/east* h^ye youir c/ird number tekdy,
.l_L.L.J APT
Mall Joi
ROYAL CANADIAN TaiR 1083. Box 345, Toronto. pntM M5W ICZ 
(’lease at $7,95 each (liK
.>4™ I uiKJefuaiitl ihix book willT>o released lo August, Lnclosed Is a
■' ■■;■'■? ?*?4lieque;or?money"order (no.cash plea!ie)'?’'.'.'';'J;'."'.''?”i■■""■'
?■*.*’« |lffiW|E||J..;?.'4.J«Ua-,LJ-.J,j:j.-Cl4^yi..?7or:$,,i.;,.;,orchargemyVISA MasterCa'rct?account?
Limited;
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A three day round-robin 
junior unranked tennis 
tournament featuring 62 
matches was held at Glen 
Meadows July 6, 7 and 8. 
Despite a two hour delay 
due to rain on July 8, all 
matches were completed.
In boys’ singles 16 and 
under, Randy Mathews of 
Glen Meadows downed
Rick Hopper 6-4, 7-5. Scott 
Frazer of Oak Bay defeated 
Daniel Romain of Glen 
Meadows in straight sets, 6- 
2, 6-4 to win the boys’ 
singles 14 and under. Will 
Donaldson of Glen 
Meadows claimed the under 
12 boys’ singles by beating 
Jason Low by scores of 6-2, 
4-6, 6-3.
Blaine Castle combined 
with Randy Mathews to 
defeat David Lawes and 
Jonathan Hunter in three 
sets, 6-1, 4-6, 6-3, in boys’ 
under 18 doubles. In boys’ 
14 and under doubles 
Daniel Romain teamed up 
with Jason Low, defeating 
Scott Frazer and 
Christopher Norgaard 3-6,
6-3, 6-3.
In girls’singles, under 18, 
Heather Langlois beat 
Gretchen Ladd in straight 
sets, 6-2, 6-2, while Heidi 
Barlow won the under 16 
title by downing Gretchen 
Ladd 6-1, 7-5. Rochelle 
Low easily defeated Karien 
Donaldson 6-0, 6-2 to win 
the girls’ 14 and under
In girls’ doubles, Heidi 
Barlow and Heather 
Langlois captured the under 
18 title, beating Debbie 
Whitten and Judith 
Horwood by scores of 6-3, 
6-1. Kathryn Zantvoort and 
Rochelle Low defeated 
Karien Donaldson and 
Susan Steward 6-2, 6-2, to 
win the 14 and under event.
PENINSULA CHURCH DIRECTORY
Lisimtjs III ihis (liiecioty are provideci tree ol ch.uge lo Saanir.h PiMiinsul.t Chinches as a pubiit 
Review biib Ubi
ALLIANCE
• Sidney Alliance Church - M.isomc S.i.'inichloii
ANGLICAN
•SI. Andrew's ■ Hev O.ividFiillcr 
niis:' 3i(ISI Sidney 
-SI. David By-lhe-Sea - Rev A E. C.iles 
Coumv.i li.iv Hrt
-SI, Mary's I'KW Cullrn .Ave , Saanicnion 
•.Si Mhii.iiv fi All Aniiers - Reclor Aichde.icon W J Hill 
•1 f3;iWeM R.I,Il'ich Ro,111, Roy.il O.iF 
•SI. Slephen's Rev. Iv.in Miller 
Si Sleiihen s Hil
•Breniwood Palish Church - Rev. A, Peine, TiJP Sea Ome, Rieiilwooil R.iy 
•Holy Trinily Rev 11 Malms Mills Rd and Wesi S.ianiih Ril Noilh S.l.inich
BAPTIST
®Bethel Fellowship Pastor N B Harrison
Sttlney"' ■
• Friendship Baptist Church - Pastor Frine Kialotii Sieliy s Cross Rd
•Sluggetl Memorial Church - 700B W Saanich Rd Bieiiiwood Briy Pastor V Noiclshoin
• Elk Lake Baptist Church ' Rev i M Mink b363 Pal Bay Hw.iv
•Royal Oak Baplisi Church 8(18 Royal O.ik Ave, Coiiiiir ol Roy.il (lak Ave S llov.il
, , . ... •'Rev.
seivice of the Sidney LUTHERAN
•Peace Lulheran Church - Pa.slor Dennis J Paap, PPDDWeilei Ave
656-3017 NAZARENE






•Oldfield Road Gospel Chapel -- Rev Joel 0. NetUeion, bb06 OldheUi Road iP A 0 C > 
• Sidney Pentecostal — Rev. Vern lisdaile. 10364 Mrdonald Park ho (P a 0 C >
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady of the Assumption — 77?6 West Saanich Rd, 
•St. Elizabeth's Church — 10030 third SI , Sidney
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church — Pastor Dean Wilson 
992‘j • blhSl Sidney
son Low, above, and Daniel Romain, below, combined to win hoys 14 and 
^ der doubles at Glen Meadows tennis tournament last week. Romain lost in 
gles final to Scott Frazer of Oak Bay.
Murray Sharrall pliolo
& Brentwood S; 
Parish Church
782 Sea Drr ■ Brentwood Bay 
■ Jesus Christ is Lord"
SUNDAY. JULY 17th 
(Ti'inity 7)
:10:30a.m. . Holy Communion:
'Evorydnn WnIcomfL':
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10:00a,m, :. . Holy Euchari
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SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
REV; R HORI PRATT
Off. 656-3213 Res. 656-1930
ST. JOHN’S
10990 West Saanich Rd.
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10030 Third St:, Sidney V
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The End oT Your Search ■ 
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issues raised are crucial to the continued well-being of 
our District, and the attitude of the Mayor and Council, 
simultaneously naive and arrogant, should have been 
observed by all who take the trouble to vote in 
municipal elections.
, For the past five years housing starts in North 
Saanich have run at 112 per year average, and have 
produced a rate of growth of 4 per cent annual. This is' 
twice the regional average, so North Saanich is already 
doing its bit, if growth is still our deity. So for the next 
five years of the updated Community Plan we need 560 
lots, or even 1120 allowing for reluctant vendors. But 
we have 1700 on hand and a proposal to add 300 more 
in the Dean Park area alone.
Does the District need to give Calvert 50 more than 
present zoning allows to meet demand? And worst of 
all, does Council need to do this in the middle of the 
Community Plan review process? The night before the 
hearing, the Council put on a public input session on the 
Plan. How can we respect their intentions, when the 
issue of where extra growth is to be allowed is decided 
the very next day. The Plan review thereafter, already 
one year late, is a waste of time, and another $40,000.00 
of our money.
The present zoning on Cioake Hill permits one lot for 
every two acres, the lot itself being one acre with a 
second acre per house in common open space, with park 
and trail dedication in addition. This open space was to 
have formed a network from Moses Point to Pat Bay 
Highway. This arrangement followed the two acre 
zoning we inherited from the province, and was struck 
as a compromise by the 1977 Council, between the 
legitimate desire of the owners to develop, and the 
Region’s advice to put all such ‘uplands’ into a 10-acre 
zone.
This ‘cluster’ system, its layout, standards for roads, 
and services, and open space requirements, were 
developed in detail by a committee of District staff, 
alderman, and representatives of the owners, including 
Calvert. At the conclusion, the owners declared 
themselves well satisfied, and the bylaws were adopted 
unamimously without opposition. Since then all lands 
within the zone have subdivided except for Calvert and 
Co., and Wakemann to the East.
And since then nothing has changed, except that there 
remains a glut of lots on the market, and Calvert is at 
" liberty to proceed as have the others. To say that the 
advent of water heralds higher density is to abandon our 
District to subdivision on a first at the gate basis, until 
the capacity of the pipe is used.
Two of the arguments raised by Wright in support of 
the rezoning of Blue Heron for marina use were that 
jbbs would be created and the tremendous pressure for 
berths would be rnet. Two then and their dbg rah^^t 
dredger, and there is no demand for berths beyond the 
first group already in place. So, when Calvert on behalf 
of the Cioake Hill subdividers, promises to relieve 
demand for lots, to provide free water mains, to create 
jobs, and be generous with horse trails and parkland, 
even our alert representatives, should think twice this 
time.
The promise of free water mains is the biggest scam. 
The District and the Region have completed a one 
million gallon reservoir on Cioake Hill and now implySS 
that we are at Calvert’s mercy to hook it into the system. 
Did we really spend our tax money for this reservoir 
without the means to deliver its benefits? If this is true 
the staff and politicians responsible should resign 
immediately. Of course this is not so. It would cost us 
$50,000.00 to do the job, a small portion of the cost of 
the reservoir itself.
Calvert claims that the mains he is installing will cost 
$300,000.00; and are a gift to the District. In fact; all he 
is to do for the District is to increase the size of some 
p^^ front 8’’ to 10” using the same ditches, beading, 
so on. At the most this isTO per cerU of the 
total cost, of $30,000.00 In Saanich, the municipality 
would pay for this oversizing bn a formula basis, but in 
i North Saanich, for/ the $30,000.00 benefit, our brave 
Council wilhcleliver an extra 50 lots of density, worth 
' $2,500,000.(W in sales tb Calvert, and abandon all 
ipretence oTh^
1 The afgumcht abbut jobs is just as much nonsense. 
The Region will expand at the rate determined by
layers of pipe and builders of 
road will be employed accordingly. Zoning cannbt 
create market demand as the half-finishedmonuments 
around Victoria show. If zoning creates work why not! 
5; zone the entire country;for one acre lots and everyone 
can have a job.
Calvert’s parkland proposal is an insult; 1 nstead of 55 
per cent open space as required by the present zoning, 
we are to get wider road.s doubling as horse trails, and 
no path. Those who maintain their boulevard.s, will 
object to the trails. Wide, straight, new rbads have bch^ 
a source of taxpayers eoinplaint lbr years. l-aiids to the 
East arid West have developed with large Open spaces 
and no decrease in this requirement is warranted.
The technicalities of the proposal ttre as badly; 
managed as the zoning, A Development Pchhit is of itp
two e trees
Two large trees in Central 
Saanich will fall to the axe, 
as both were determined to 
be hazardous when 
examined by forest 
pathologist Duncan 
Morrison.
In a report dealt with at 
the July 4 meeting of 
council, Morrison said a 
Douglas fir at the foot of 
Marchant Road had a very 
pronounced lean in the 
direction of a boat shed as a 
result of undercutting of the 
bank by run off water and 
wave action, and there 
would be damage done if 
the tree came down.
The second tree, a black 
cottonwood, is on the road 
allowance outside 6750 
Woodward Drive. It has 
suffered extensive decay 
where one of two main 
stems was removed. Kwok 
Lew wrote to the council 
that the tree not only 
threatened to topple on his 
house, its roots had badly 
scarred his driveway and 
had plugged his drainage 
pipes, causing flooding.
Council also received a 
complaint that trees at the 
southwest corner of Buena 
Vista and Keating Cross 
Road are impeding the view 
of eastbound motorists. 
Staff will make a report.
Council decided against 
permitting removal of half 
of a mound of topsoil 
‘heaped on a lot on Fair- 
meadow subdivision in 
Saanichtbn. Aid. George 
MacFarlane said that the 
developer, E.Y. Con­
struction, had agreed to 
r , replace the topsoil on the 
Mbts when: the. development 
; was : completed, and this : 
shouW have been done.
He noted that in another 
case a person who bought a 
lot that was once part of a 
strawberry farm found that 
they didn’t have enough 
topsoil to grow lettuce in 
the garden.
The Fairmeadow lots 
have already been land­
scaped, and sold, but
council refused to allow 
removal of the soil, which is 
piled on a commercial lot.
In the question period 
Gordon Ewan continued his 
protest against the high 
taxes on waterfront 
property, and used a 
comparison between his 
own 1983 taxes and those of 
Mayor Dave Hill to 
demonstrate that water­
front is charged much more 
than a hobby farm.
He did not say that the 
example was the mayor’s 
property, but Hill did.
Saanich school board met 
with Central Saanich 
council July 4 to discuss the 
need for a new playing field 
for Mount Newton Middle 
school, situated on Keating 
Cross Rd. beside the Butler 
Brothers’ gravel pit.
To create new playing 
fields, the board has been 
considering entering into a 
renewable five-year lease 
with Butler Brothers, and 
developing a playing field in 
the gravel pit. Hans 
Schneider, superintendent 
of the physical plant for the 
school district, said the 
Butler Brothers location 
would require steps down
tons
into the gravel pit, extensive 
drainage of the area, and 
topsoil would be needed to 
elevate the field. Link 
fencing would be needed 
and the cost anticipated 
would be between $150,000 
to $190,000.
This would not include 
leasing the land in the 
gravel pit. This cost has 
been estimated at ap­
proximately $600 per 
month for the 3.08 acres 
required.
Central Saanich council 
suggested that the school 
board look at municipal 
property directly across 
from the school on Keating.
This 6.34 acre property was 
formerly the Breniwood 
Waterworks. To gain access 
to this properly the school 
district would have to build 
an overhead crosswalk.
Schneider said that the 
groundsman for the school 
district has walked over the 
municipal property and he 
thinks the bottom portion 
would be suitable for 
development of two playing 
fields.
‘‘It would probably be 
more cost effective lo work 
out something with the 
municipality” Schneider 
said.“It might be possible 
to develop the area jointly.
A report on the twoareaii 
under consideration willbj 
ready for the School boarij 
in another week. |
To the Unfit
If you just sit 




A spokesman for the 
residents of Dean Park 
Estates brought concerns of 
traffic, sewage and water 
shortages before North 
Saanich council Monday 
night during the public 
participation period.
Mayor Jay Rangel told 
the resident dhat council 
would address the concerns 
a n d: h ad a I rea d y s qo k c n t o 
Park : P
about cracking down on 
: subcontractors: working at 





iTtitted by existing bylaws, and the rest is bplapeyvT 
Cburicii lias ho written agreement witft Calvert for the 
Ihstallatiqn of the promised water mains and the wo 
being ‘off site’ Is not enforceable lateL ; ^
The phasing of the subdivision is another bit of 
cosmetics. The lots wiir be developed as fast hs the
help in cont|ollihg the subdivlsiom are The Silver Anniversary of s
;|ntendcd;tb;cpnlrpijdesighdbTbnildings';ancf;specificaily;f:"';:i^,h,f 
cannot be used to vary use or density. We will get the celebrated Sniulay Jnly 
maxlrndni dchsitydut the lowest level pr scrylccsjpc
J. Rangel unveiled a new 
plaque and the correct dates 
of itii dedication, Alderman ; 
J. Cumming introduced the 
mayor and explained the;; 
‘58 Centennial Project that 
became Wain Park. Mayor 
J, Rangel listed the people 
/respqnsible/d-'fqr^^/^its^dAP'd;, 
ception.
Members of titc formbr 
j.cqmmittec,' rcpreschtatives,;; 
of council and church arid 
other residents were 
''presen tAA’cafand'''refresh- 
.■ments,;:; wcre::Jcrycd-byvd./,.. 
Hilhs, J. Cjacdinci and 
Wm, KynaAon'fanvitics.'jjr.i;'.
The''. tennis; depu r t s were; 
';Tuliy,;'i>vcup!cd 
game was in progress,
, p r o V i n g'.;.'l he',; park:h a d, 
become a w'orthwhiicsports 
centre Idr the district,
market will allow, If it really is to be spread over five 
years why dixssn't Council zone only the 1984 section 
and retain some control over ths‘ balance?
Apart f^ quesitiohs of drainage
and percolation have not been answered by the Council . 
At ithe previous meeting the municipality was asked to 
consider the problems. All we; got whs more 
snlcsrnanship by the deydoper’s consuitants. The 
bistrict'jshoiild diaye vjts:;:,own":'advisers,;;ThC:i' Council,;,; 
emplpyS lawyers and acepuniants to deal 'with prdblenis 
In' their areas 'and should Pol base eiiglheefingdecidons ' ' 
on the fcpresentiitidns of consultants it dici not hire, 
the only Comfort I can offer your readers is that 
Saturday, November 19th, 1983, is RCttiriR closer, when 
jv;|i;;ihc:jnd»mp<itcnt$;,;on,Cdunciiywiii :go;ithe:;wa'yAf Thc; 
Wains Road water main.
















The recomihendaiions on the 
drainage of Keating Ridge South 
contained in the draft report by 
Associated Engineering Ltd. appear 
to have been set aside by Central 
Saanich council. Public works 
chairman, Dick Sharpe presented a 
second option to the public works 
committee on Monday night.
He recommended that staff be 
asked to explore another route, 
bringing the drainage along the 
ridge, along the west side of Pat Bay 
Highway, taking the water under 
Keatirfg Cross Road and under East 










Value of housing construction in 
the three Saanich Peninsula 
municipalities has more than 
doubled this year after the 1982 






The change was greatest in 
Central Saanich, with 67 new homes 
this year compared to 19 the; year 
before. Permit values rose to: 
$4,766,000 from $ 1,932,000.
In North Saanich permits were 
/issued for 64 new homes worth 
S5,297 j000 in the first six months of 
1983, compared to 27 permits worth 
$2,600,000 in the same period of 
1982.
Sidney was well behind, with total 
permit values of $2,721 ^000 in the 
first six months, of which about 70 
percent was for housing. Perinits in 
the first six months of 1982 totalled 
only $1,363,877.
In both North Saanich and 
Central Saanich nearly all the 
building activity was residential.
Sandhill Creek, rather than bringing 
the water down Martindale and into 
the McHugh drainage area. The 
drain would then be on provincial 
highway right of way, and not on 
private land, and it would be within 
the municipality.
Alderman Eric Lewis asked 
Sharpe why the engineers did not 
suggest it :
“Tonight you have come up with 
a system that is better,” he said.
“Anyone would expect a study 
that doesn’t add to an existing 
problem,” Ruth Arnaud comment­
ed. '''
The engineering report, to be paid 
for by the developers who hope to 
develop the property on Keating 
Ridge, cost approximately $14,000.
In other committee business: 
Some of the recommendations of 
police board member Alan Nicholls 
to improve safety at the corner of 
Veyaness and Stelly’s Cross Road 
have been carried out by municipal 
staff. Alderman Sharpe recom­
mended that council take a second 
look at the situation in six months 
time.'-'
“I think the additional warning 
signs will help to slow motorists 
down,” he said.
•Trees that obscure vision of 
motorists at the corner of Buena 
Vista were discussed and council will 
ask the chief of police to make a 
-firm recornmendation on each tree, 
and to notify all residents affected : 
before the trees are removed.
Aid. Sharpe, who has the job of 
recomrnending the removal of 
hazardous trees, said that he would 
like to see council adopt a policy of 
replacing trees that have to be cut
Eric Lewis, 
ed to lo wer them.
more than customers do, protests that he isn 't allow-
®A letter asking the municipality 
for shrubs to beautify the cul de sac 
on Tiara Place was rejected, as 
council does not have the staff to 
look after such plantings.
Sharpe’s recommendation that 
the residents be encouraged to plan 
and care for these garden areas was 
supported by other aldermen./
Eric Lewis is an independent Esso- 
dealer, but not as independent as he 
thinks he should be.
He recently lost round one of a 
battle with Imperial Oil when the 
giant company moved to cancel his 
contract because he was selling gas 
for three tenths of a cent a litre less 
than the limit the company set.
Lewis was forced to comply, but 
he doesn’t intend to stop fighting, /
and he doesn’t intend to keep quiet 
about it.
He has had an Esso station at his 
Waddling Dog Inn for the past 15 
years, but until last fall he bought 
■ gas wholesale and had control over 
the retail price. Then he became a 
victim of a gas war, and not, in his 
T?piniori, ah accidental yictirn.^v ; v 
He says that in the course of the 
war the .company was selling gas 
retail at its own station for less than 
it was charging him wholesale. / v 
That isn’t a hew problem for 
independent dealers, but in the days 
when gas was cheap and gas wars 
were short; it could be tolerated. 
Now, he saysfa station that doesn’t 
niatch eompetitqrs’ prices quickly 
loses most of its customerskarid the 
current war has goneon so long that 
he c0 n sid e rs i t a perm a n en t 
marketing technique.
;Tt’s a tleliberaic strategy to 
eliminatc thc 1 iIt 1 e man,’’ he says. 
Unable to do business by selling 
gas for less than^ it cost him, in 
November Lewis had to accept a 
deal in w Imperial retains 
ownership of the gas in his tanks 
and pays h im a commission on each 
litre sold.
Act; says they ;
can’t set pricesi They do this to gel 
around the law,” Lewis slates.
; T
of the selling price, but only within a / 
i : range pf a collide pLccnts a lUrc,






V Clair Rivers, ptiblisher of the ; Ford.
Saanich Peninsula and Gulf IslandC^ H time at The Review was a 
/ Review from 1949 to 1968, died dh period of expansion^ A month after
Friday in Victoria, V press so
Born in Raymond, Alberta, in large the end of th
1909, .I oh n St. Clair Rivers began to be rerridved to get it in.
his newspaper career in Lethbridge In 1950 the paiTcr won bcsl all- 
at the age of 17, and was city editor around and best editorial page
of the Lethbridge Herald for scvcral " awards for all weekly newspapers in
years before he bought The Review, Canada \vith eirchlation between
on July? 1, 1949, frohv Fred??G.Ef?? LOQOand2,000.? : :
Shortly after he bought the paper 
he set up the Peninsula Printing 
Cornpany, enabling several ern- 
ployees to buy shares in the 
business. At that time the paper had 
a staff of nine.
In 1966 he changed the method of 
production from hot metal to offset . 
printing,? making possible the 
publication of many more and 
better pictures.
In September, 1968, Rivers sold 
the business to John Manning.- la ah 
fdditdfihf Ail./;'that,/'lime, ?; ?fylanaing’:??- 
wrotc:
“h'or the past 19 years the captain 
y-ofthe,?'ship of 'print?' hasAtccred'/an'-:? 
unwavering course one best 
?s;uitcd tot he t rvi t h (u 1,/ rcy el a f Ipii d f 
the news.
“In his office hung a dictum 
ixinped by the latc jBcnjaiTiitviF 
iin^ ‘If all printers lycre delerniiim 
not to print anything until they were 
sure it would offend nobodyf there 
would be very little /
After selling The Review, Rivers 
moved to Victoria where he worked 
/ for the B.C. Government Travel 
/Bureau until he retired, ? I 
During the Second World War, he 
served in the Canadian , Arhiy 
/overseas for three and a half years, 
achieving the rank of Capinin? ,
He was active in cbmmuniiy 
affairs, starting with the Rotary
allowed often isn’t low enough, " to him the amount is not measured 
since his competitors along the high- as it comes off the tank truck, even
way are selling for less. though the truck is equipped with'a.
And he charges that when meter.
Imperial Oil does lower the price the Instead , he is charged for the 
company-owned station at Sidney is quantity put into the truck, which is
notified long before he gets word, supposed to be emptied into the
but when the price is being raised he station’s tanks. The only way to be
is notified first. sure the truck actually is emptied is
For these reasons he has some- to be there at the time, get up on the
times set his price lower than the truck, and check the tank — but
company’s minimum figure. sometimes deliveries aremade in the
? He says that when he asked if he middle of the night, 
could do this, company represen- If the truck should be driven away 
tatives weren’t sure, but late last^? ? ?w it; ibeA Ration /
month he got a very definite answep A^pefator Has to pay for gayhe didn’t 
— a letter saying his contract would get — even though in theory he
be cancelled because he had been never bought any gas at,all, but just
checked .selling gas for three thenths earned a commission on what was
of a cent jess than the cbmpany^^^^^^^^^^ his pump.s.
minimum.
The reduction would have come shouldn’t be metered into my
but of his commission, af no cost to ? j^^k,I’ he says. , “They do that for//-
Impcrial Oil.
,?'?'• /./?■'-'■■■- ''?■■■‘'''-'Oil-'-///.?/'
.':',Lewis'/,,-has: 'sincc;'learned:; of; a-/'"??-.-//,:','/
company with only/fivc sTnalltfucks^^^^ complainfis with the
that is able to buy gasoline cheaper way the company manipulates 
at a retail “key-luin” (unmanned)/ prices.
siation/in Vicloria for less than the ?“They give us t\vo choices jib
-ft ■
■?"?/'' ?
wholcsale nite Imperial sets for
Prices vary from day to day, but sell gas to the public for less than
An lK<V rlnlV> nf (Ilf! bnmnriri«on WC'll Sell it tO vOll.-br?WC’ll OWn theo the date o the co pa is we’ll soli it to you, or wc’ll.ow  the 
Lc\yis’?cqfJt:|y(is:albipsi/nine?cents
■?.'" ''AA/'-'A' ''/A''-■??'?.
gallon higher -■ yci the volume of at.”
has he handles is many times That, Lewis saysAs/hciLHisiideaAA
free enterprise, tmd he doesn’t 
Lewis has another basic corn- intend to let it happen wiilunii a
plaint as well. When gas is delivered fight.
■A./'A
/i
wbIIc in ,l.et libridgc, 1 n,,Victttfla /hc, 
was an active member of thclJnfon
/ of iheclub newsIcttcL /^
He is survived by liis / wife 
?:A,MiWrcdi?.a,t:jhcir,bomeat Dallas/'
Rd., Victoria; one dauglnci» Liubic,
'? ■? in-Ciilgary,^ and'two grandsphs?///:.:/
/ No fiincral service was hclil, and 
the fainily rcqtiestcd nb flowers or 
messages Of eondolcbce.
The protectors of ngricultural 
land can rest easy. Blink Bonnie 
i’arm is not about to become/ a
subdivisiony il is; going to be even 
; mot'cof n'farm;'/:??: ?'?■'!??'■':''?A:
/ Tlie bulldozcrs hacking at thb77* 
acre property west of Wallace Drive 
just bclov^ ilic North Saanich border 
arc working for G,A. yantreight 
and ^(jns, iuri\lng what has been 45 
acres of pasture and 30 acres of bush 
into fields that will grow bulbs, 
cabbages and cauliflower,
For Geoff Vcnircight,^, whp?/is 
j) ui Id i n g a new hot i tc ah i a 1 till a si o.s:i 
the;.rond,/the project holds a very 
special in teres L Back in 1938 he 
/worked at clearing some of those 
same acres, getting $1.25 a day for
himself, his team and his hay rake.
ItAvns a/ld-hour day, and/an extra 
three hours in the evening was worth 
//:2ycents'.?'/■/?/" :'/?/?/'?-■'■'?? ::'?■' '/''■'"A/" ."''"- A
He also recalls working all winter 
with a team and two men clearing 
the land, when clearing ati acrc was: 
more than a year’sAvork, ?Oh this , 
:/*';jobAh5ihB ,'g?lA8/cat//jie'Aleared;'ab/' 
acre in fiye hours.
Vanircight recalls/that the farm 
dates back to 1854 as part of a 1,(K)0 
acre, Iraci that Jolin Haldeii^ bought 
an acre -•’ but Nvilh Only $400 
wii’ Auuj ?,ju;-?,j?ic vci'? ?was; ..able,' ?tQ/ 
?:/?afford ihc.rcst///?/
He says that thuch of the 77*actcs,
/ which hCi bought June L ; from 
. Gonriic lshcrwood, has never been
plowed before,? He hopes to be 
growing bulbs on it by Aug. 1.
Over the next few ycar.s he plan.s 
to establish headquarters there for 
?:?' alLthc?family’s rnrrningAbctat,iony,?,,.A^^ 
moving out of Gordon Head, and
''/-^'.'consolidating': ;,'on ','';^■a?■/?,.'fi^w■/,■//la'fgC/.:/.•'■/-:,'
??.??''acreagcs'instcad"of the'. j4‘far'mMh'cy? ??■???'-'. 
arc now operating.
They now have a total of almost 
800 acres, biit a lot of thA land Is 
??'?:'fenicd?:tl(nd','they?, will?,be, ellrnlndtlng:?:?'???? 
some of it this year,
;';"':A;?:'t|je,?hAv?'Ah,A:<^.AAh?n'jhA',si^tdPn
nematode ban, so it cannot be used 
for potatoes, but Vamreights have 
laigc quotas tor cauliflowcr/ and
//l/cttbbage,,i::/:wi/,.' "
uuHiiHiiiin Bn
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JBrentwood Bay Rotary Club installed new officers for 1983-84 at recent meeting 
held at Waddling Dog. Dave Wilson takes over as president from Dave Thomson. 
Front, from left, Ross Ingram, Dave Wilson, Dave Thomson. Standing, Doug 
Crossman, Gene Jacobson, Tim Perkins, Rod MacDonald, Dennis Erickson, 
Terry Farr, Bill Mcllwraith.
By Maijorie Denroche 
Congratulations to the 
Peninsula Old and New 
Shop which is now one year 
plci! And what a year it has 
been, thanks to the won­
derful support given it by 
the community — as 
volunteers j as donors inhdj 
as shoppers.
Conceived in the early
, A wayward crow cut off 
. electric power to most of 
j Saanich Peninsula on 
; Saturday morning, losing 
its life in the process;
The b ird :got > into the 
I B;C; Hydro substation on 
AMainwarihg Drive in Sidney' 
just before 7 a.m. and 
shorted out a circuiti which*
The “me first” type of 
thinking popular in the 60s 
and 70s seems to be giving 
way to a renewed interek in 
d eve1o pin g h e a11 h y
marriages, says a marriage 
couhsellor.*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ r 77 
L a r r y D u m k a, c o o r - 
dinator of a newly 
developed inter-church 
Marriage Project in the
Simon
; a tireless group of
enthusiastic volunteers put in turn blew other circuits, Vancouver area, says more 
m rountless hours m order cutting off powe^r every- ,^3 seeking out
to bring the shop to quick where north of Elk Lake preparation and
fruition when the present except in the Brentwood ^^^iage enrichment 
convenient building became area. programs to help them
available at short notice. develop creative and lasting
Turning a bate shop into 1 until 8:40 a.m. marriages. “The delusion
an efficient working and ■ A Hydro spokesman pf ime first* thinking is that 
display area called upon comments that there have ^ 
many talents and much been similar incidents in the ,,,3, commitment isn’t 
ingenuity, as start funds | past, although not on such necessary for growth ” says 
were, negligible. Through a large scale, and there is nnmka who holds 
superhuman effort, the 1 little that can be done to 
,,, shop opened' to ' public , prevent them. . .
^ acclaim on July 19, 198.3.
Since then, an average of 









Marriage, on the other 
hand, involves a deep 
commitment to another 
person, a kind of 
“voluntary discipline taken ; 
on for; self-development,” 
says Dumka. “We heed to 
view rharriage hot only as a 
case of mutual heed 
fulfilmenty but as a means 
for each partner; to learn 
hOw to ; love. 7 Marriages 
provides a framework for; 
growth.”
i Dumka ; and; co-w 
7in : the 7Marriage Project: 
offer couples preventive 
and therapeutic programs . 
addressing various stages of 
the marital life cycle, in­
cluding decision about 
. marriage, marriage 
preparation and enrichment.
On the long weekend Canadian women made history. 
Seven hundred and fifty of us from every province met 
together in Vancouver for the first conference in North 
America for Women and Words — a conference that 
reflected all levels and specialties relating to the written 
word and to the women who write, speak, edit, critique, 
publish, film, teach, read, translate and sell those 
words.
Historically authors were a powerful primary source 
of wisdom and vision who from their daily lives and 
observations of the lives of others extracted and distilled 
patterns, recorded commentary, and delineated 
behaviour. Technology and the consequent 
specialization of human labor shifted the visionary 
reflective writers to the side lines and the hard­
ware/software pedlars, explaining how the machines 
worked, took centre stage.
Specialization, (the boxed look), hit the human 
behaviour area and the “OLOGIES” grew . . . socio, 
anthro, psycho. Increasingly, pur society turned to the 
expert to describe, explain, and in many instances to 
pontificate, to dictate.
Authority was shifted from parental models to in­
stitutional models, similar in values, but less personal, 
more “objective”, “scientific”, action-oriented, rather 
than reflective, inquiring and internal. In this fray 
women who had always been a minority as published 
writers lost more ground — what did they have to say 
that was important about machines, about technology, 
about the hard facts?
From June 30 to July 3, 1983, Canadian women 
authors reclaimed that centre stage. From the beginning 
in February 1982 by a nucleus of six Vancouver women 
with a $15,00 fund, the idea of such a conference that 
would be national, accessible, bilingual and non- 
academic attracted women from widely differing 
backgrounds, lifestyles, agesy occupations, political 
affiliations and ethnic origins.
Eighteen months later, after more than 10,000, hours 
of volunteer work; the 7Women and TWords Society 
numbered 500 with a budget of $100,000.00 We met at 
U; B;G7 for; three Tdays fdr; reading^ by 7dutstanding 
women authors, the/ dresentatioh of original theatre 
pieces and choices from forty-five panels and 
workshops.
7 The conferenceTwas conceived as a mearis for women; 
from all across the country to exchange support and 
ideas, and as a unique opportunity to address the 
problems of isolation, lack of funding, inadequate 
critical attention and under-representation in 
publications, on juries and in other decision making 
positions.
The conference v/as also a forum for consolidating
Canadian women’s accomplishments in literature.
Never before has a gathering of such scope and purpose 
been undertaken.
An unqualified success, the conference was 
remarkable for the level of excitment and energy 
generated, for the wide scope of topics addressed, the 
smoothness and efficiency of organization and the 
thoroughness and thoughtfulness of the organizers.
There were many women there of international fame 
. . . Margaret Atwood, Jane Rule, Marian Engel, Mary 
Meigs, Dorothy Livesay, and Audrey Thomas, to single 
out only a very few. The,power and the vitality did not 
spring only from them. Un fact, none of the public 
figures engaged in star games.
The moving spirit of the meetings came from the 
action and interaction among the participants . . . the 
unusually free and unselfconsious exchange of ex­
perience and thought, the very personal expression from 
the lives of the women . . . women of courage and 
humor, of stamina and vision . . . women who are not, 
after all, unusual.
There were some nota,ble absences. There was an 
absence of competitiveness, a lack of hostility, no in­
fighting, no backbiting. There was no need. We were 
there to speak from the clarity and wisdom of our own 
lives and in that sense, each of us is a sage, a teacher and 
a student.
Unfortunately these are not highly saleable com­
modities in our culture, and women in words are, 
among other purposes, attempting to earn their livings. 
Fifty two percent of Canadians are women; eighty 
percent of readers in Canada are women. Of Canadian 
books published, twenty percent are written by women 
authors.
The notion that four out of five men write better than 
women is indefensible. The notion that large publishing 
houses are run by men is fact.
Seventy-two per cent of Canada Council grants for 
writing go to male authors. Women are not equally 
represented on the juries, principally because most do 
not earn enough basic income to be able to donate the 
time required to adjudicate the entries for grants.
Women in words face inequities that are reflective of 
real life, hard facts, in most areas for all women in our 
society. We are living in an era of profound social 
upheaval and change. To address ourselves com- 
pletently and compassionately to these challenges 
requires that women consciously and conscientiously 
reach out to other women, thait we support and nurture 
and inspire each other.
By consolidating our wisdom and our vision women 
can, as an empowered group, insist on making our 
unique contributions to a society that is seriously flawed 
and floundering. It is possible. It can be done. It just
..■:*;'was.7;:^'?v*7'7''''*'*’'7;7:^''^7;^77'''''', ,77 ■■7;,.'7^ ''':77;.,
of all ages have given nearly 
SOd'hours EACH MONTH 
in order to keep the shop 
running smoothly. The 
volunteers serve in many 
ways — picking-up donated 
goods, mending and 
repairing items when 
necessary, pricing and 
sorting^ anil working iri the
volunteers assist 
with'heavy; pick-ups, while 
some volunteers attend 
garage sales on the 
Peninsula offering to pick 
Up 7 left-overs the person 
may care to donate. Thanks 
to them the shop has been 
able to keep its stock varied 
and very reasonably priced.
: There arc many reasons 
why7 the shop has been isb 
successful but undoubtedly 
the enthusiasm of those 
involved is the greatest key 
to its success.
Guided by an active I 
steering committee, the 
'''sHbb7;dpcs ;;;rioti:;;;;rest::6n 71 ts;’;;; 
latircls but continues to 
meet other needs, such as 
the New Horizons section 
of the shop, which sells on 
consignment goods han­
dcrafted by seniors and 
handicapped citizens, and 
the Thursday Courtyard 
Markets, which give 
/growers a chance to sell 
their produce at this 
;; convcnicnt location whh a 
■7,smaU,;‘perccntage*gblng7tb'7': 
the shop,
Procecds from the shop 
•varC;; turncd;i.';;ovcr7*:tb;:7'the 7 
Peninsula Community 
Association for the supvxtrl 
Of social services on the 
Peninsula. With threatened 
cut-back of services due to 
the rcstraint program, the« 
7/pi(:i.N,;;Shop7ma)(;sobh;be'7 
called upon to keep 
valuable community
'7prbBram^bpCratinB.^'-7S:v:;:;v;:;:;
7 iTThe shop will celebrate its 
first nnlvcrsory with a 
Courtyard Ic Sale on 
Tuesday! July li^th lrom 
9;30 to4t30. Call by and sec 
'■'7'fbr7ytiiur«elf;'What*;a;;greai'i 
'community ascct the 
Penintula Old and New 
bhopisi
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Out in the greenhouse to-day tying up the canteloupe 
and watermelon vines, so that there will be room to 
move around when they realty get going . . . nice to see 
them growing so vigorously, of course, but they do seem 
determined to grow right into the aisles at every op­
portunity.
1 have put string from the edge of the bed to the roof 
braces (about seven feet) but for some reasons known 
only to melons they insist on ignoring the strings, 
preferring to trail languidly almost anywhere else.
It wil cost about $47,000 
to move the instructional 
materials centre from 
Mount Newton School on 
Keating to the central office 
of School District 63 fur­
ther east on the same road, 
trustees were fold on 
Monday night. Part of the 
cost would be for 
renovations to house the 
centre.
Moving the materials 
would give more room at 
Mount Newton School for 
recreational activities. The 
lack of recreational rooms 
and playing field space has
been a matter of serious 
concern for staff and 
parents for a long time.
It was one factor in the 
agitiation of parent groups 
to retain Grade 6 in 
elemenetary schools in the 
central district instead of 
moving pupils to Mount 
Newton middle school for 
instruction.
that it would be difficult to 
get provincial ministry of 
education approval for the 
move. It would also be 
difficult to allocate enough 
money for the move.
Nonetheless the school 
board intends to investigate 
the possibility.
The school board chose 
one of three options in a 
report prepared by the 
staff of the feasibility of the 
project. Past e,xperience 
indicated, the report said.
Chapel of Roses
‘Aroiind B.C. in Books’ 
library summer theme
string, being very careful to always wind them clock­
wise (something to do with this being the Northern 
Hemisphere — isn’t gardening getting technical!) Now 
all 1 have to do is turn my back, and there they are, all 
undone and wafting around looking lost again, the silly 
things.
While out there had a look at the Brussels sprouts, 
broccoli, cauliflowers, leeks and cabbage planted only 
three days ago. Lo! and behold! Everything is up except 
for the leeks, and there are even a couple of them 
looking like thin bent green hairs, just above the soil, so 
they will be along in a day or two. It is rather exciting to 
see how quickly things germinate when everything is 
exactly to their liking.
One bit of bad news is that one of the six fine healthy 
egg-plants has decided to die ... simply folded its 
leaves and gave up, fruit on it and everything. Can’t 
seem to interest this family in egg-plant anyway, so I 
suppose this can’t be considered a serious loss, but it 
always bothers me when something like this happens for 
no special reason.
Remembering that we were taught “when a whole 
plant dies, it is airoot problem’’ I pulled the poor thing 
out of the soil (it is in a large pot) but the roots looked 
so strong and healthy I plunked the plant back into the 
; pot, and moved it outside to see what will happen next.
: ^Maybe the egg-plant just has a cold or the flu’ and 
will recover ... no reason to believe that this illness is 
necessarily;fatal! ^
;^>T:/::-'.Inia'
“Around B.C. in Books’’ 
is the theme for the Van­
couver Island Regional 
Library summer reading' 
program for children.
Children from six years 
and up are encouraged to 
register at their branch 
library. They will receive a 
list of suggested titles 
covering many topics about 
activities in the province.
The subjects include gold 
panning, lost mines, river 
rafting, Sasquatch, Gang 
Ranch, lava beds, hot 
springs, the West Coast 
Trail and many others.
For each book they read 
children will receive a 
sticker and have their name 
entered in a draw to be 
made at the end of August , 
when a party will be held at
the library for all those 
taking part in the program.
The Resthaven branch 
library in Sidney and the 
Clark Road library in 
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about fifteen camellia cuttings stuck in the peat, and the themselves it they think
1 i': whnip thino rovprpH^ w n hippp Af nlnstir Tt hni; hppn t: Pf^VidipS y*dCOgameS^.^ mwhole thing covered with a piece of plastic. It has been
Parents are
their children vvill help them1 in the same place since last October, and may have had a “‘Y** v ‘
! little extra water three times during the past nine become computer whizzes,
I months. a. Simon Fraser
i Out of curiosity to-day 1 opened the plastic up to have University expert in
I a look. Sonic of the leaves were brown and dead, but educational technology.'
' others were still green and there, without a doubt, was Robert Jones, assistant 
i one small delicate pale green shoot. Suddenly it all professor of education and 
: became much more interesting! “"■''ersity s
' I took my trusty kitchen fork and very gently learning resource centre, 
■ loosened the peat, and lifted out a rather pathetic bit of ®^y^ persons playing
' stem boasting one lonesome leaf, plus a fine set of computer videogames such 
I .j fouhd inarcadesOf •;' healthy roots. There were five well-rooted camellias plus 4® inose ^unu lI^caue^ or,
another five with knobby growths at the base of the V Purchased for^^^^^^h
are not exercising the same
type of control over the
cuttings.
made it out into the open as yet. , ,
/ Its all a sort of miracle to me . . . all those rnonths of : 4^ 4 per^
neglect, and we are rewarded with at least five camellias, ^sing a cornputer^ VV hh a 
and perhaps more. vuleogame, ''all they^haye ^
To-day planted several pots of purple sprouting ^ °ne little joy stick Jo
: broccoli, plus a variety th|tt is' new to me. a^ white control, he says,. and tlie
sprouting broccolif which appears in the picture rnuch ; Same i^ograms^ inevitably
like a cauliflower thait couldn’t get its head together. We ' .
shall see. ^ V Jones says children who
To-night for dinner; we ate the last of the butternut ^ ^
squash . , . a bit soft, but perfectly sound, and delicious 
to taste. In about three days we should have the first
Zuccini (one of the female flowers has obviously been approval and achievement 
pollinatcKisinceitisgrowing;)^^^- V
Am 1 crazy, oris this as wonderful as it seems? Just as 
you finish the winter squash, the summer ones are pursuits 
beginning, Fair makes mc old heart sing! ;
; Planted six cauliflowers this Week, quite tiny ones, 
and six big Brussels sprout plants, donated by generous 
friends. 1 planted thenv with the utmost carc:(and many 
a pratyir) V ; V the root innggols arc out in strength this 
year! Fir.st mixed a handfull of lime into each planting 
! hole, filled the hole with a planting solution made of 
two tablespoons of 20-2pf2t) in a'ttyo gallon watering 
can, then tucked each seedling in, finned it down, and 
then put a boiiomlcss cottage-checse carton over each, 
and propped an egg cartoti south of each plant, to 
provide shade for a few days.
In about ti week, hating myself, I vvill pour a solution 
of Diazinon and water over each plant to protect it from 
robtHnaggots; I have almost given up . . . pulled a badly 










Island View Freezer ltd
dill'. 1(1/ :
r. . .fullmi) ,inrt liriuinr) wii! : 
mctn.isn ihn duk! i)iti nmVnci ;
7005 East .Saanich Bdi 652-2411 
8-5 Mon;-THURS. 8-6 FRI.
V:''Lii; ten fbot-nihRgdts clinging to what was IclY of the root.
S *5 (lay sessions from 
•July 11tli to 15fh 
•July 18tli to Z2nd 
•July ZStli lo zgth
Alinust Sossloni; i "
^ a)(ailablo,, as we|i;;,^ „
•8:30 a m, to IZiOO noon 
s •Dally inslructlori on 
ridina & horse care 
^ ; M'lcar.c register early to
M'i . flvotrl disappointment
M!ST HAVEN
RIDING ACADEMY







2120 KoatlngX Road 
Contra! Saanich
fiBtiMaiitiiiittyHiiw
XViT'-ilK'" . ^^4^ .. ,..,/h
Gareth Edward James, pay $39 in restitution after 
19, of 2081 Weiler Ave., pleading guilty to a wilful 
Sidney, was sentenced to damage charge, 
one day in jail after Also on July 5, Jonathan 
pleading guilty to breach of Henriksen, 27, of 307-2341 
probation July 7 in Sidney Harbour Rd., Sidney, was 
Provincial Court. In ad- given 14 days in jail after he 
dition, he was fined $50 and was found guilty of driving 
given six months probation while over .08 alcohol level, 
after pleading guilty to an Reginald Alvin Driver, 
assault charge. 42, of 10015 Simkin PI.,
Two days before, James Sidney, was fined $350 after 
was sentenced to spend one pleading guilty to driving 
day in jail and ordered to while over .08 alcohol level.
’A'
ti\ ' * ' '' -v .s * » , ' ,




The Public is advised that with the exception of 
registered Foreshore Water Leases, usually marinas, 
the area below High Water, now referred to as Natural 
boundary, is PUBLIC PROPERTY and for use by the 
General Public. Consideration for the rights of upland 
owners is requested.
Develop your own people-helping skills and make a 
fneaningful contribution to your comminty at the same
;x::Ttime.\'\;,'r'\
evening per week as 
someone’s cornmunity contact Receive training and 
guidance which will help you help another to help 
him/herself; Phone 385-7121 for more information. (A
The Capital Region Safety Council will conduct an 
advanced motorcycle course commencing July 17. Course 
of 18 hours covers theoretical and practical training. 
Prerequisite for the course is a minimum of one year 
and/or 5,000 kms. riding experience ai a Class 6 operator. 
Use your own motorcycle — for further information cal! 
478-9584.' /; V : J-28;
Pile of topsoil beside Wallace Drive close to 
municipal hall poses problem for Central Saanich 
council and property developer who left it there. He 
has been refused permission to sell it, because of com­
mitment that it would be spread hack on lots, many 
of which are now built on. John Green photo
Mayor and Council 
District of North Saanich
3-28
The Peninsula Disarmament Committee is holding a 
Giant Garage Sale Saturday, July 16 from 10 to 4 p.m. at 
1615 McTavish Rd. Proceeds to Peace Caravan. ReffeSh-
1-28
The Peninsula Old and New Shop, 9781 2nd Street, 
Sidney B.C. celebrates its first anniversary with a giant 
Courtyard Ic Sale Tuesday, July 19 from 9:30 to 4:30. 
/P;O.N; appreciation for a great first year of/‘People 
Helping People. ” 1-28
on
NEW HOMES
Fronf^ $79,500,; ,3 , bedrooms,. 2 
bathrooms built by : Kipot: Construe-/ 
;tion“ a quality builder/See these now,: 
still time to make changes and addi­
tions,'r'',:';.
Large one bedroom 3rd floor and 
ground, floor units. Fireplaces, laun­
dry in suite. Super location. $59,500
Sidney “Branch 25”, B.C.O.A.P.O. members will hold 
a Salt Spring Island picnic on Thursday, July 14. Members 
will meet at the Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal at 9:30 a.m. for 
the 10:00 a.m. sailing. Bring your own eats, drinks, and 
bring a friend. All welcome. ' 1-28
The Solar Energy Society,'Victoria chapter, will hold its
’ liitvimfipViivo af QannirKtVShiRp^parr.h fstatioiitSiirirtaV''
/ The Anglican Renewal Centre will sponsor a visit froriri 
The kight Reverend Festo: Kivehgere bn July 29. The visit’
"yvill take place at Stv Mary’s Anglican'Church,/1701 Elgin/ 
Rd , Oak Bay at 7:30 p.m. Everyone is invited to join on
/ that evening to worship arid praise our Lord. The Reverend
/W:F./Gebrge can:be contacted for further irifpfriiaribri^^ a
Open classes at. the, Tom Thumb Safety Village will be 
held Monday to Friday at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.'for children 4
For more information phone Dennis at 386-7643. 1-28 to 8 years of age during July and August.
* * * For further Information call the Capital Region Safety
------  ... .. Council at 478-9584.' ”>'>»
; X Gerald Dorman, ,9570 
Northlawn Terrace, North 
Saanich, vyas hospitalized at 
Victoria General with a 
broken wrist and head 
: injuries jariecbbTsll/frorn 
one of the flumes on the 
water slide at All Fun 
Amusement Park in 
Colwood on July 2.
9763 FCiyRTII
A 50x120 ft. /with 3; cute' bungalovy,: 
zonecl:,cbmmercial/:,;Excellent:.mor-,v 
/tgaging available./Live in arid operate - 
a cottage industry, $98,000
WATEKFUO^T
immmm
$265,000./, Luxury / with the* finest 
w a t er-': y i e w s:/, p,o s s i b I e,: f h r e e 
riedrooms,:lbathrodms.The ultimate ' 
inTine living. View anytime.
, The Vvinchester Galleries is pleased to announce its 
grand opening on Sunday, July 17 from noon ’til 6 p.m. A 
public reception will be held and new works by numerous 
well-known local artists will be featured. Wirichestef
Galleries will remain open from 9:30 until 5:30 Monday tb 
Friday, and Saturday from 10 to 5. It is located at 1545
X**'/*s
Urgently needed — Sidney area: Families interested iri 
opening their homes to a Japanese exhange student for a 
two week period from July 28 to August 14. Host families 
will be paid a nominal fee for their hospitality. For more 
information please cal 1 Angus Stewart at 656-3() 18. 2-29
This is the last , chance to sign up for the James Island 
Reunion. Closing date is Friday, July 15. The reunion will 
be held August 20 and 21 at the Sanscha Flail in Sidney and 
will include a dinner, dance, breakfast and a trip to James 
/ Island/This is for residents and employees prior to 1962.
/Contact Ray Hinchcliffe at 592-9627 or Anne LeGrarid at 
658-8126 fori more information/ /
It was the second such 
injury in a month, and 
occurred in spite of higher 
2-28 sides having been placed at 
danger points on the 
/flumes.
COI^II^EIICiAL
I Excellent office space at 4,000 sq. ft. I
///tors: or/accountahts/ nl/
:R:EPL=EFPn/
Colwood RCMP said 
Monday that Dorman is 
home from liospital.
For additional information or 
viewing any of the above call me
John F. Colwell
B 3S8-64S4 R. 5S2-9S2S
'/I'/
The 1973 graduating class of Claremont Senior 
Secondary School is having a 10-year reunion Saturday, 
August 13, 1983. For information please phone 656-3018
v:v-xof-:477-8282.' ,:C..,,// ■/■///x/vT/-/:-'-:/'/;/’/:- ■T249.
Id - Id'*
The Canadian Red Cross Society is/holding its July 
etinics beginning Monday, July/11, at Red Gross House, 
1046 Fort Streiet from 2:30 to 8 p.m. and Tuesday/July 12, 
al the same location from 2 to 8 p.m.
On Wednesday, July 13, the clinic will be held at Royal 
Jubilee hospital auditorium, Begbie Hall, 2101 Richmond 
' Ave-i Trbiri j 1 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday/ July 14, the 
clinicwill be held at U Vic Sunitner Session Student Union 
Building, from 10 ami. to 4 p.m. For further information 
:T,phone382-2213:;/,:"''L /.’/'';/'/2-28'
... ;,'/i.i:4/.:':./'I
I . ' f
|l',..,v/i .■’I'i:' 
I;/!,//TV,/:',,;:;
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, Promising you a good deal and thon All tho local (Inns m your area want to 
followirig through on our prorriiso: Is ;glvo you thoir best deal, and ploriiy of 
/ /Imporlant to you, and to us Bocauso : ; personal 8orvieiei. Visif: brip 01 your 
: your /patrbnago and your , repoalod / (riondly SIdnoy Morchanidl nirfd seo foi : 
///business ir.tho/koy tomur surjeess. /* yoursolTThal; shoppIn^Vlocally is/ypur , .. 
/-"■VVoVbgoftoikeep.our 'promises:ii:wo'././:/'b0st bet/'/"//-,’/'" //'"" 





“In support of Shopping Locally
: ..'L:'/!/■










AH classified ads must be submit­
ted t© our office before noon on [Mon­
day prior to publication date. We are 




The Review reserves the right lo cl<rssiiy ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therelore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves the right to revise, edit, classity or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services .ind to repay the customer the 
sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on Hold' instructions will be destioyed unless mailing instructions arc 
received. Those answering Box Numbers ate requested not to send originals ol documents to 
avoid toss
Ail claims of errors in advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days ot the 
tifst publication
It Is agieed by the advertiser requesting space that the habiiity ol Ihe Review m the event 
ot an erioi appearing in the advcitisemcnt as published shall be iimiled lo the amount paid by 
the adveitiser lot only one incorrect insertion tor the portion ol the advertising space occuped 
by the incorrect or omitted item only and that there shall be no liability m any event greater 




ef PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
DEMONSTRATORS REQUIRED
who are very conversant with the 
Commodore 64 computer. If 
interested send resume to Suite 
103 - 3713 East 1st Ave., Bur­
naby, B.C. V5C 3V6. Ipb28
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.








and retail. Free 
available. Norburn
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. [Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
In Mernorlani-
Cai'tis Of Thanks . 2 1
Notices //;/ . . 3 '
Lost 7; 7"'4.
Found ;: • 7 5 '" j
Personals . , ,7 ■ . 6
Business Personals . / / ■■ 7
Business Opportunities .7 /, , ! 'i 8'
Help Wanted , ,
Work Wanted. :, . ,; ., , ,',■10'.'/-
Miscellaneous For Sale /! 7/. ,. 7 1 r
Garage Sales /.,;. ; . , ,! ../ 12
Wanted To Buy 13
Pets ; , ■'■■/ ,'i4'’'''''
Livestock . „
Farm Produce , ,. ;, ,. .!/,,/;■ 16
Gardening , ,■.' ' .'rz ...
Boats & Marine / 18 '
Motorcycles, . / . /7:/ .. ;■ '19''/"
Aircraft 7 . / . !; / ■!/;. . ; .. ;./ / . :■,/ ; ;!"' ■/:/20 , ■
Recreation vehicles!!; ;'21 .
Snowmobiles . . ;./ ., 7! / , / , ://. .'.''■7 ',.:!.!/■;'22'/■'■
Cars'!/"//;. .,./!,.'!'./, '/ / .",.///.■"//;;///,;/'! /■'"/.i'i'/■'':■! "/,'/i./23/.
Trucks'.,..; /..'■ /,.!,!•.’ !,//:7:.!'!.„'.,',. /,'24''',',
Machine,r;y . , ;./ , !... , ,, . /;, , . 7:'.7/'./7', ;■/■. "".25:7'.;
;Farni Machinery;! . ; , /;/:/;, !;;. , //./;;/' / .;/'■.'/■/■ 7;7/;'!..:26''"'''
For Ren!. ./ . , / ; ; .: /; / ’. !;'. 77'/!■■"■",/!■:.;
;Wanted to Rent . :.!; .;.;, .//:/!!/ /; . ./ /: ., . /::/!'/;/'■.://! ■'/■/".i28/;'/''
Real Estale For Sale., . / ; ; . !. 7''/: ''//.■30' ^
: Mobile Hbrnes !; :!////! ,'7'"3l.’'' -
!Legals.;://;!.,//,.: .;7';;//;7// ■■;i..''/."!! .!'//.,/!"":,.32:








Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St!, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone299 0666. tf
{
ANDY'S AUTO PABTS 
&ACCESSOBIES
2412 BEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week lo serve you
Won. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
^PERSONALS
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-3232. 
We offer information, support and 
referrals, 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. tfn
COUNSELLING for families and 
individuals of ail ages - serving 
the Peninsula. Community 
Counselling Service, 9815 - 5th 
St.,Sidney. 656-1247. tf
EARN HUNDREDS AND HUN­
DREDS IN YOUR SPARE TIME 
demonstrating Hot Tubs, Spas or 
Saunas with friends and neigh­
bours. California Cooperage, 
World’s largest hot tub 
manufacturer offers exclusive 
dealerships in your area. Sell at 
retail for continuing profits. 
Write: Rural Dealer Division, 
California Cooperage, 149 
Riverside Dr., North Vancouver, 
B.C. V7H1T6. Phone 112-929- 
8167. 2pb28
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after 5 p.m. tf
SANDAK SHOES, ideal for camp­
ing & boating. Good selection of 
sizes & colors. Shoe parties or 
individual sales. Ph! 652-3038. 
7c3 0
DEPENDABLE GENTLEMAN
providing reasonably priced 
garden & lawn care. 652-0303;
7 p30
HARD WORKER for house paint­
ing and small repairs. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Call Andie, 
652-0536. 9p32
CLARK ENTERPRISES. 9750 • 
4th St, Sidney, 12 ft. single pane 
patio doors, $295; 6 ft. thermo­
pane door, $325. 5 mm mirrors 
(factory seconds), $3.50 sq. ft. 
3mm glass, $1.00 persq. ft. 656- 
6656. Visa, MasterCharge. 23t
COM^AC AUTOiWOTiVE 
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP
10134 McDonald 
PARK ROAD
FIREWOOD for sale, $35 >/2 cord; 
$70 for cord split. Phone Bob at 
112-653-4439 afters p.m. 4c28
DAYCARE in my home 0-5 years. 
25 years experience. Near Green 
Glade School. 656-9998. 4c28
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Ten
separate groups meet every week 
on the Saanich Peninsula. For 
help or info. call383-0415. 18p40
COLOR YOURSELF BEAUTIFUL.
Feel confident, look your best in 
the colors of your season. For 
draping consultation call Heather. 
656-0014, 4p30
FOR YOUR GARDENING and 
landscaping needs phone Geoff. 
Reasonable rates. 652-0448. 
10p34
CRACK OF NOON LOGGING CO., 
firewood suppliers, serving 
Sidney, Brentwood and Saanich 
Peninsula from Saltspring Island. 
Full cords split and delivered. 
Alder, $80; Maple, $90; kindling 








On the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!




MOTHER OF 2 will do daycare. 
Deep Cove School area. 656- 
2948. 4p29
QUIET FAMILY seeking estate 
management/caretaking position 
with living accomodation. 
Security, animals, gardens,! 
buildings, equipment. 
Experienced, with references. 
Gary Chandler,! Grouhel Rd., 
Ladysmith, B.C; V0R 2E0. ! 5 p32
L, mm
To Buy or Seii 
Terrilbries Available 
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
RELIABLE YARD WORK wanted, 
gardening, lawn cutting, etc. Call 
Chris Knudsen, 656-3686. 3nc29
2 BOY’S 10-SPEED bikes $30 - 
$45; and 2 40-90 lbs. M.O.T. life 
vests. Heavy duty rope 25c yard. 
656-4206.656-4331. 2p28
?3!
MATURE LADY will house set and 
mind your animals while on 
vacation. Will also provide trans­
portation to and from shopping, 
doctor’s appointments, etc. Ph. 
656-4415. 3nc29
HAMMOND SOUNDER ORGAN., 
One keyboard. $500. Ph. 656- 
3851. , 2p28
130 SQ. YDS. gold carpeting, 
white washer, dryer, harvest gold ! 
stove and left hand fridge, one 
white fridge, drapes and laWn 






®Certified Body Shop (BRadiatpr Repairs 025.5




WE ARE LOOKING for a retired 
couple to stay rent-free in bur 
home tor e months. Handyman or 
gardener preferred. / Non-: 
smokers, non-drinkers. Serious 
references required. Saanichton 
area. Write to Box ‘;W’’, c/o The 
Review, Box 2070, Sidney,:(B.C. 
y8L3S5. 4p29
DO YOU NEED help with the care 3 ALUMINUM SUNBLINDS,; 
of. your home? Clean( careful excellent condition, white & 
handyman! will do gardening; green, 8’6", 6’6", 5’6’’! $250. Ph:/ 
renovations, 'and general! 652-5694. ;; lp28
maintenance, only $7 per hour: WANTED^ CASH for major ap- 
Call Steve at 656-4490 or Graham 'pijances, working or not! Fur-
656-5 864. :4c30
WRiBdO > !!i





• iDUMVivu^pni .T.Ttft nnlyi:' t.on5t.’{u!<vp- ' 
..yfpf/LNTi insct'.i0iTs/:Sl;00 fHii'Avnek/ fivof/'' 
p ’wOfDs; .pirsi v;PUkn j;)- Jr.v 'wni d^ 
i-l ^ r'f'in’s ./CnnStir uUve .rGpr/v? ■insd'.linn's..'' 
Ovur,,z,HJ,/wo_rps lO ‘.cnis iici' V
'■/tinnn} ;. wofd;-'' t
(doSsii,'f;d;';d(SpUY': f.ii/' lipoiV,’dfiiu^ 
l,pi,d'ge..ciiisf)dieds ,ii o toi Jhi' tii si.; • 




iMoii B’.OO t 7:00 p. m -: ’ 
Wed 7 00 - 7 00 p m
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
:"!!/;3/-::.;;;!'iNTERMEDIArE, T;!;:
lue. 0 30 ■ 7'30 p.m.. 
Eri G 00 - 7 00 p ni. 
ADVANCED
Mop. 7 00 - 0,00 p ni:" 
:Wcd 7 00 - 0:00 p ni;; 
individual classes:
:and coaching’ to ’suit! 3 
: your fitness level
* * *
tZ.OO drop-in dr 
!'! monthly (ees'!'C;
Classes beqin June,13 
al Sanscha Hall, Sidney.
For more info. * ; * * 
drop in'.
WOOD / WINDOWDOORS, 
/-SKYLjTES. Largest selection. 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door 
' Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-971/; ;R^^^ 
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375, Winlaw 112-226-7343, 
Lillooet 1 1 2-256-75 0 1,
SHERWOOD REFRIGERATION;




Experienced pecTplei; need! only
apply. Phone tor■/interview 652-:
/ 17 64. 2c28:
; NEED /PERMANENT, mature;
7 housejcleahervto'/"Z; hours/every/
other week, tor <3;srnall: hbusbiin/
Brentwood. $6 -c»er hr: Ph/ 652-"
3524 lc28;
SAWS FILED; tools 
!; sharpened.; Light ' metak ; repair 
;’ work!; 15 years in Sidnejf.! “Len’' 
//Gusden, 2440 ^ Malaview!! Phbnb 
656-4068. 8p35
___________ niture or what have you:! 381-




: .Windows - F loors- Ga r pel s; 




F0R; SALE /-;GP cart;made with 
.aIuminum!'/ tubin’g/ !/:6'/;/h. p.;/, 
;TecumSeh !; engine, // centrifugal ! 
/clutch, / in/;very;g6bd/cond^
ENERGEtlC YOUNG MAN willing ^




blue table lamo $10.-Remote 
cbnttol/fbrTV $ 50/:Ph! 656-5 949.
' ■ Walls washed —
Window
Cleaning
a, S29 Gutters cleaned ;
383-7942
Service
1978 CHAMPION MIXMILL; 3 
/| nch/ Roller// mounted ;oh 1978!
/ air-conditionfng/iand //appliance/^RELIABLE BABYSITTER nt 
/repair; $157hr; lnter-proyjncially:;/ for 15"mb; old girl' 656-7413 
licensed mechanic, 10 years lp2 8 
experience: ^56r2797 . V / 4p28




shape. Call (204) 773-3100 after 
July 18 for information. 1 pb28///
EAGER YOUNG MAN, 21, vvill do
TANDUM CRUSHER 10’/ ;X/36
/Jaw; 24/ x/30'
__________ AGGRESSIVE,/ENERGETIC, self-:,;
BOOGIE /MAN r Mobile c Discpr ; motivated individual'needed! to;/; ;anv rxfH-inhA: :a^^^^
Excellent sound and light show - sell area ! directory iii / central / Fvneripneed carophirv and feeder. $40,000 .00;







/ ^ ////ALSOWIN DOWS//' 7/ 7
Rolls. Complete 
;‘o.b.o!'
, $t!j pfir vci'V.HT iViii.tfjii'lor, Ini; Review.-. 
'ii\7 ufH'Yei't Ti)i senior f.MU’dHFi '
:i'"/// CORRECTIONS
:; Coirw.lioiis Should be nviilfi uelore ihe 
/; second i|iset|ion, Allownnce r:,in be ni;i0e 
: tor onoj' inr.orieci inseilion only ,vWe 
//.ifiserve Hie nijni lo clnssily’ nOs undoi: ' / 
,!appiopiu)ln.hf;;idintis!‘, /
THE/ FAMILY OF; Elmer and 
Evelyn Powell request your 
esence at the. Open House,
yrs, experience as D.J. at 
! Legions, weddings, socials /and 
military bases across! Canada;-4 
hrs., $ 150. Phone Eric Sherwood 
(Jr,)656-2797: / / : 4p28;/
/starter, able to communicate with
pr m  u n  VICTORIA WELLNESS CENTRE
August :7,/ celebrating their //Programs for relieving long term/ ^2-2455/
Golden Anniversary in Sorrento, muscular pain,; counselling
EJ.C. Phone. 675-2664. 3p30 seminars. Ron Kirkby PhD! 382- r
'------" '''''!'//.,/;////./-;;/;;/;4p28!v;'
people aiid have sales experience. 
Ear n above average income based 
■ on/incehlive. Must be willihg/to 
start/immediately! Contact; Ken/ 
Daniels, Williams Lake, B.C. 112- 
/ ; lpb28.
Ph, 652-9751. Ic28/
DEEP COVE MAN with truck/fdr 
house, yard and garden rhain-/ 
tenance, carpentry, hauling away! i 






■'■7 ,'!■■ ■ ./Z'//:i/.'.’r,;.::';V7';U.' y-H'-
MM
" ■' ;;i-.< : i: :i',/ .:.7 ,-7 'i'/V-.Z
;,•;/./;////
SCUBA TANK, U.S. divers 80 cu. 
ft/with; backpack & boot; Plus 
Conshelf XII regulator. As new, 
$300 O.B.0.656-6395. / 3p29
TO PAT AND VICTORIA ECKERT
in 100 Mile House, a daughter, 
Naomi Zioma Margaret, 8 lbs. 3 
bz, on May 30, Grandparents 




Fresh or si Ik flowers/to sui t you r 
taste and budget. Bobk now, call 
Susan anytime 385-3889 or 658/ 
8388, 4p29;
SENIORS 160 OR MORE], New to
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
IJIY/-.U.KI n J Silver Threads Centre ottersHITCHIN, WILLIAM NEIL: Passed classes, activities and a warm 
away Thursday July ? at Saanich welcome, Drop in to 10030 
Peninsula Hospital, Survived by Resthaven or call usat 656-5537, 
tiis wile Hazel, and son Neil, /{| : ; !
;;:IVIembrial /servico ! was /held at//;.-"——-—
Brentwood Chapel on Monday THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
Julyll/83, ; ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St
LICENCED FAMILY DAYCARE.
Brentwood, summer sijpervisioh 
or year round, full time - part 
time, 652-4283. / // 2c29
ALICE'S DRESSMAKING. Mens, 
ladies, childrens. Alterations, 
repairs, drapes, 204 3 - A Cour.ser 




the ihfbrmation and/ Volunteer /CONVENTION AND 
Service for! the peninsula!/If you/ ;SHOW SERVICES, Display Boolh!






/ *tue8: & Thursday 
9:30 - 10:30 A.M^.v / 
$1,50 Drop 111 
July and Aiigiisl Only 
Brentwood Bay 
Community Hall 
; , on Wallace - 0(1 
W. Saanich Rd, 
MODERATE JO INTENSE 
li PROGRAM
need assistance or/il you wish to ,
volunteer a tew hours/a week to/ indoor; and outdoor, Call,collect 
help others in your community, (604). 434'264B or write Spec 
ploa5e;coll;656-0134 (dr further ; tacular Procluclj6na/l,lrnitod,'c/o/;;v 
'■ inlormation."''.7';.' - -tt 'lhe'-Ncw,S|-.::Bbx 349/.:;.; 22325
'Highway','Maple Ridge,;’'! /
IS OVEREATING creating ; p c v2X2T:l ’ 1|MB
problems in your life? Overealers
Anonymous can help you! / No 
duos/ no/weigh-ihs. Meetings are /TENDING / (Lid ); / [Hiroll '/Now!//;!
”/tin! ’ No iSt / Sidney; 656-2331 _. /paymohl,,. ..............iavailable,i.:5679/lmpeiial'Street, /./. 
T:. /Burnaby, /B.C.;! Phone /T 12*435>/!7
'8848,/;///!/!.;/!! /;:'/:;'!:/:/lpb28//;
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULT Drop-in group meets 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p,m. /at to
1045 Linden Avo. 383 •5545i;10'!i;7 ':J'‘J"';^H /H”r. m tn Friri.iv (or mnrn H/l , Sport Hotel - blay iSiX nightsP "I,' Moway to Friday «pr mo o seventh FREE (with
'; broaktast)!'(S) $32,00;'(0) $39/00
L,V.|.H, CLUB,/ Open horars/&://^includes FULL breaHlast).. 
potiy/shpw July 24 at Boar Hill Rpsjjrvati(j,isll2,433-B255,;; / /
(Liquid Dry)
“Export Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning TH® Unique Way " 





;■ . 'V;;7,;":;;":'■ ■ ■;■ .■7;,
eoe»B/Ti!Le HOT/i^
/‘ CORNEH OF BURNSIDE S UOUOUS , // :/




I\lbw specliilizmi] In ,;,;;; /
FimshirHi Caipontry, 
Cnbihots arifl nuiU-lm;; bioney uuiiacr' ;777
i Reribvate Ti/SavoliFRFE; ESTIMATES/
Call 656-4915
Rumpus looins. Rrj|wiis, 
Addilions. Custom madi; 
yyiiulow Sliultofs
- NO JOB TOO SMALL -
I' „ „ uejiipr-NTUl. E)«i<;v.V»’4rArTiw..';




tioMEv, a.c! cut rriM
CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES
Farms. $75 cash to high pt. tiorso 
or txmy. EntryTorms available al 




LOW, RANGE VOICES wanted by 
/SidtCey Prospective Chapter ol 
/Sweet Adelines/'if you?;like bar- 
he rs h op s 1 y I e s I n gi n g, . I oe I 
' wolcomo to join our triondly group 
./most Mondays, 7:45 p,m, at the 
/.Lygian Flail on . Mills Road, hilo 
656-5301 or 656-7828.^ ;
YOGA AND
RETREAT WITH BABA HARI 
DASS, Aug, 3 - 8, Salt'Spring 
Island,; We (eel honoured to host 
this 5-day retreat with an / 
acknowledged master, Adults 
$135, Children (2-12) 185. Family
BUSINESS/1: 
bPRORtUNITlES:
•Cars & !Triicks^^^^^ /^ 
•Rocroalional Vohlclos 
•Trade or Swap
•Boats & Marino 
; •Motorcycles 
•Miscellaneous Waptod
/TABLE/ TENNIS (Ping Pong) at 
i Brehtiwood Elementary SchboL 
;/; Mondaya 7:30-9:30 p,m7 All ages,
/ welcome, Further into, 6S2-4580;
652'in3l.!/;/ ,/;''; ;::7/////If rv'
Ml’fcNINSULMBAHMARipl'
..//(irbup fiHstllateguHrly/ro loir) ui 
i ' help ua, or luat/for ihlormahon,
';/'CHI656T8'42 alters'i>,m:7;/!'!'ltn,„
IS INFLATION hurting you? 
Diversity your present income 
with your own part-time busirtess; 
ratosalso.Information: Box 1133;// Minimal/ mvostfTmnt! Maximum 
Ganges VOS 120. I12'537r232e security, 656 0014// / : //4p30 
(Salt-Spring)" • ;i'l2-8 74-3997./.;";gusf'DO’N0r 
(Vancouver). 2pb2B pripnj locationiOn Traris Canada.
THE* PEWiNiilLA’~'Disartiiuii.iei)F..^ Higtiwuy, .Vancouvor Isiuiii.),.; 
Committee is colleclingfora giant / Showing excellent /' sales ' and 
garage sale July 16, Call 656; /' growth Asking $140,000/ P 0/ / 
4996 tor drop-off or pick-up of ; Box 220. Duncan, B C, V9L 3X3; 
yuui conliibuliun: /"' !:///,/ IcZJ //Phuni! iU:7-1C'W5! /'^' /IpWO.'";/ 
g||j'^--“'g|^cff”'SPilOR/;':: A L^"”lWRlPRf Nlim//'
CITIZENS programmed meetings. NEEDED to sell local tjuslnosses 
HI and 3rd "Thurs/each month’,; /our byclutvivo national advertlsinf,' ' 
drop ins every Tuesd.sv. 2 -4 p m , promofioh Small investmanl! big
‘Your ■’GIJAHANIEEO CLASSIFIEOlt ad ttm* unlll your 
llom i)a$ /sold 01 up 111 3 monilisj which over comps
, first!/; NON*
this oKof aiipllos 10 all noii-fiomrnercisl smilF word 




ONE ITEM PER AD 
ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID
Sii/S
7Affordable Custom.Hbm*#!,.;,;:/
•Framing, finiahing, additions and 
rotalning wall specialists
656-2164 636-4882
Just (Jail or Biop By:
the
Lions Hall/ 6994 ; East .Saanich TOlurn/ Mr.; James 112-^kT




























Phunp 655-3801 lor Free Eslimdlc
—-“T’—'Ti-Tn-rjrHi-- [t'-nrT-rr'--r'-’Tn'r'TrT- ’̂-'H‘^i‘'“-‘^~i‘-^^"‘-~-‘-l'’*'~^‘---t“-r‘’rr''’'‘‘-‘’^1''''~~-’^"“'r‘“’‘’-‘‘‘"’“'T’---‘^'‘"TfT"--rTi-'Triirii'ue-iiii iwiiMiiiXi nmwMwi
Page B6 THE review Wednesday, July 13. 1983 fi ^edt
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
PADDLE FANS - the original fan 
store Wholesale and Retail. Free 
catalogues; Ocean Pacific Fan 
Gallery Inc: 4600 East Hastings 
Street^ Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 112-299-0666. na-tf
WANTED: CASH for major ap­
pliances, working or not. Fur­
niture or what have you. 381- 
2451 or381-3122. 6c33
SPORT FISHING GEAR - down 
riggers, fuel etc. Also Intellevision 
and 10 cartridges. Phone 658- 
1102. 12g36
SIDNEY, New 2 bedroom duplex. 
Fireplace, dining room. No pets, 
references. $550 per month. 656- 
4066or656-4003. 2084-tfn
1 - 24 VOLT 30 amp battery
charger$150. Phone477-4892. 
tf n
WANTED: Old B.C. provincial 
police insignia in metal and cloth. 
Also publications. Private 
collector pays cash. 721-1692. 
3p30
NEW IN 1978. Volvo Penta 
outboard 20 h.p. elec, longshaft, 
good shape.4375. Ph. 656-2146. 
Ip28
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1995.00. Financing available, no 
down payment O.A.C. $59 per 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Open 7 days a week for your 
convenience. Phone 112-430- 
4040 23tb
WANTED: St. Margaret's Kilt and 
blazer. Size 12 to l4 . For sale-St. 
Margaret's blazer size 10 to 12. 
Ph. 656-4853. 2c29
9’ ZODIAK inflatable 4-person 
dinghy, with wood transom & fllor. 
Good condition. $625. Phone 
652-2864. 2-29
FOR RENT OR LEASE: Only 60 ft. 
from Beacon Ave., commercial 
retail space, suitable for store or 
office on ground floor. 1,500 sq. 
ft. or 2,500 sq. ft. Located 9783 








WANTED TUTOR for amateur 
radii) license. Please call 656- 
2723 evenings. 2c29
CEDAR FENCE POSTS. Rough 
hewn 7 & 8 ft. $5.00 each. Ph. 
656-3277. 2p28
LANDING CRAFT FOR HIRE. 31' 
aluminum twin engine, 4000 lb. 
load based in Sidney, will haul 
bldg. mate'rials. Supplies, 
equipment, scuba divers, towing, 
etc. $40 per Hr. Ph. toll free 112- 
■800-663-3708 pager621. 4p21
SIDNEY DUPLEX, immaculate, 3 
bdrm., fireplace, 1'/? baths, 
dining room, bsmt., fenced yard. 
Close to schools. $650 per mo. No 
pets. References. 656-4066, 656- 
4003 23t
CUSTOM QUILT, extra long.
Single bed bedding, roller frame 
$140. Five light chandelier $45. 
Two kitchen ceiiing lights $10 
each. 656-9213. r2p28
PAPILLON PUPPIES .(Butterfly 
dogs. Toy breeds). Sire & Dam 
English imports. CKC registered. 
478-0073. 2c28
TWO BEDROOM full basement
side X side, possible inlaw suite, 
fireplace, large lot. Available 
August 1, 2155 Wieler Ave. 479- 
9824. rc30
PANDORA’S CLOSET Summer
Clearance. Excellent Values - 
Bargain Rack — Out-of-season 
Specials. 9783B - 3rd St. 656- 
6421.: 2p28
GUINEA PIGS for sale. Male &
females. $4 each. Ph. 656-2691.
2p28 "
AMWAY PRODUCTS mean quality
and personal service. 100% 
money back guarantee. We 
deliver. Ask about our wholesale 
purchase plan. 656-0014. 4p30
BROWN AND BLACK 4 mo. old
Purebred Doberman. Not 
registered. $150. 656-9320. Ask 
forSteve. 2c29
1981 SUZUKI FASO, low mileage. 
Accessories included. Excellent 
condition, good around town bike. 
Offers to $385. 656-0224 6-8 
p.ni. 12g38
LUXURIOUS HOUSEBOATS FOR
RENT WEEKLY OR 3 DAY - 3 
NIGHT RENTALS AVAILABLE 
MAY 1 to OCTOBER 31 ON THE 
FABULOUS SHUSWAP LAKES 








2 BDRM. APT., ground level
w/sea view. Available July 1. Ph. 
656-315rafter6 p.m. 3p30
ROOM TO RENT: inquire 9601
7 th & Ocean St. Carport entrance 
please, across from park. Inc28
ORDERS TAKEN for Marrion 
berries. Ph. after 6 p.m. please, 
656-2866. , 2c28
COLLECT STAMPS? Be sure to
stop in at Weeds Stamps when 
you're in Vancouver. We have a 
terrific world-wide stock (best in 
■Canada!) and a full range of ac- 
: eessories.^^ you can’t come visit 
Chris and David then write to us - 
we're always interested in filling 
your want lists, sending you 
approvals or supplies/ Weeds 
* Stamps Ltd., 569 iRichards St.,
Vancouver, B.C. V6B2Z5. Phone/ j^ySHR(X)M;/MAN^ 
112-685-1826_____________ lpb28 ; free; Excellent soil conditioner
8 FT. GAMPERETTE, includes 
radio, 3-way fridge, stove, sink, 5 
gal. water tank, & table. Ph. 656- 
3319/ ^ ^p28
'80 PONTIAC ACADIAN 2 dr , 
standard, 28,000 miles. $3,900. 
Agd6dbuy;:652-1296: 12g39
WANTED IMMEDIATELY - 
Bsmt. suite in Sidney area. Single 
RCMP niember' Non-smoker. 
656-3931. : 2p29
BRIGHT AND CHEERFUL
This lour bdrm and den family 
home offers over 2100 sq. ft, 
of living space on Iwo levels. 
Only 3 yrs old the quality of 
construction and decor make it 
a delight to own. On one acre 




You get more for your money 
with this 3 bdrm family home 
located on y2 acre lot close to 
downtown Sidney. Included 
are two separate workshops, 
large sunroom. sewing room, 
rec room with fireplace, and 
fireplace insert in living room. 
New MLS. Only $99,000. 
LOYD BURDON 656-3928
/FOR /SALE,; Car: topgcarrier,
; completely ;; enclosed / with side 
;; entrances; ;$40: 64()0 lb. /r^r 
r; springsV;3/4:: ton Chev; pick
ij $75:;3/4; height;can6py with full ; gL/^CK;TOp:SOIL. $11 per yard, 
; rear doors $250.656-5126.1^8 delivered. 5: yard minirnun; 656-
and rhulch/ Available in bulk or; 
; bags; U -hau I $ 14 / ya rd. Deli very 
extra. Quantity discounts. 652- 
/: 2 5 43 ;'/.;l4 p3 9;
MUST SELL 1975 Chev Malibu 
Classic, excellent ■ condition, 
$2200.656-61707 / ;; / lp28
WANTED: 1 bdrm suite. Prefer 
unfurnished. Vicinity N.E. Sidney 
; for quiet working single. Ph. 656-
/ 5834 /'7/; ■ 7:: :'7:;;7 ;;;:2 p29 ■'
LADIES 20’t FRAME 5 speed ' 3159. 4wc29
7bicyclefor;Sa|eprtradeforanl8” hanging BASKET; SPECIAL.
f-rxo ;; ni kI’c : KJr*\//*lo*7 nlcr\ • r*hilH*c/frame; girl's bicyc e;ialso c ild'i 
16" bicycle with removable 
: training wheels. Phone 656-5126 .
Ip28
7FIREWOOD — SPLIT CORDS,
ifresh cut busHwood nAlder; $ 65,;f i r 7
Indoor &7qutdoor77$37 $4,&: up. : 
7Patib tub^, evergreen Stflovyerihg. 
/Shrubs; >trees77 vines;; bambpO/ 
etc.: Good selection cut flowers & 
flower : arrangements. Can ; 
deliver. 652-9602. 2p29;
LAKEFRONT RESORT
Gorgeous 272 acre resort on 
St.: Mary Lake.on Saltspring 
Island. Operating as an 
established tourist destination 
with lots of room for expan­
sion, Jncluded are ; two 
country-style homes,- .four cot­
tages, 37 trailer pads, 10 tent- 
ing-sites' hoats, .furinture and 
more: New MLS $345:000. : 
LOYD BURDON 656-3928
$75, arbutus $115. Delivery $10. |p yOU ENJDY; YEAR-ROUND |
, Sidney area toll free 112-800- GARDENING in an aluminum and
'.',7. R R r\^..rYACTOtt. ft Q \ ■ .-v; ■, ^ \ -f.-J .il—• _ .:.7: ill .--i1663-37.08, pagec621. y. 4p31-- gfag^- greenhouse, write for free 
’■VVATERBED^/rdoublqiss^^^^ light brochure' to: B.C. Greenhousel/
...............SIEKiTHL .
3 Room groups. Bachelor 




;:CONDP,:?^ujehS::;'wood, motion reduced. $250 Builders, 7425 Medley Avenue, new 1 BDRM; CC 
OBO.652-1296. Ip28 Burnaby, B.C. V5E2R1. Ipb28 luxurious, fireplace, 3 ap-
USED COMMERCIAL ONE ______ plicahces^ovvh'W^^^
Res ta u ra nt Equ i pment - i excel lent77 
condition. Includes new oven 
hood. Interested parties call 
Karen, Chalet Restaurant at (604):; 
632-4615. Ipb28
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS,
; SICYLITES; Largest7/ selection,7 
; 'lowest . prices; / Walker ; Door.;:
Vancouver 112-266-1101; North 
7 Vancouver: 112-985-97147 Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, ;Kamloops7 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
•758-7375.^^/;^^^^^^
plicances, own utility room. Suit 
older lady or mature couple. 
7;References. $425 . Ph. 656-5314. / 
3 p3 0
;.;>2;7BDRM.,.:7,-.HOUSE;./centrally/:; 
; located'; m 7 Sidney/ Fireplace,/;;
/SEAGULL 7OUTBOARD motor; :
/"Longshaft. 7 h:p: Good condition. 477-6807. ; iczo
$275. Ph. 656-32777 ; 2p28 DUPLEX — SIDNEY. 3 bdrm.
/ FOR SALE, option, several groups 
of mineral: glaims in Slocan area, 
Some of Rossland type diamond 
' drilling being conducted nearby. 
//Peter Leontowicz, 7R.R.//17 New 
Denver, 'B.C;/Phone 112-358- 
'/':25487;';/:''":7'/;7':;;'""/';''7;-'':lpb28,::
24’ SEALANDER House Cruiser 
with tandem trailer. 302 FWC 
Waukeshaw motor, fridge, H/C 
water;, shower,' toilet, sleeps 5. 
Ideal as cruiser, live-aboard or 
camper7:$ 17,000.652-9961. 
2p29
: fire place, fenced / ya rd 7 no pets. 
References. $575 per mo. 656- 
4066br656-4003, 7 ^ 23t
DUPLEX 3 BDRM., y- bsmt. 
Fenced yard; /Melville 7Dr. 
Available July 307 No pets. Ph, 
656-3051.7 7 /
OPEN HOUSE 1 
^^/^7 7 1-5 P.R!.
1020 Hiilgrove;'' W. Saanich 
Rd.





,*Den. Family Rm . Rec Rm. 
•Separate Dining Rm ' ; 
•Breakfast Rm 
*2 Acres, Horse Pasture 
‘Asking $230,000. New M.L 
•Requires some Interior 
tinisliinq




ISLAND PACIFIC REALTY 
LTD: 592-5551/
HORSE COUNTRY /: 7 Z
/Almost;.prime 
/farmland;:;in .Norlh;.; Saanich/ 





LOYD BURDON 656-3928 / / 7 7
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC 




Wooded rocky Acreage 
A small home 
on West Saanich Road. 
$22^000 479-2715 ;
HAIR LOSS STOPPED. Proven/ 
formula guaranteed now in 
Cahada. Two months supply only / 
$45,00. BIO/Al., Box 2537, c/0 
North Shore News, 1139 Lons­
dale Avenue, Vancouver, V7M 
::2.H4,7':v; 7';'';/■'/.'7;';7-''7':7.1pb287/:
TiWVjSL





Fill out and send with payment to:
:;4h«" "
ilEHeEIU
2367 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B,C. V8L1W9
V/
CHILDRENS GOOD USED and 
now clothes, toys and books.; 
Mickey Mouse record player, etc,; ; 
10 fi.iTi, Siuiday july/17;;6^03/ 
7?7:; 4‘/hWallace Drive, Brentwodd'Bay,
1 628 _ ______ ___
SAfriULV IGTTDrrrm to A p.in. , 
Garden tools, olocl lawnmowcr, & 
household items,/9305 Maryland;; 
Drive,'Sidney, lc28
2400 BlAOpoiirROAD, Sranoy - 
,; ' Saturday. July; l(5:trom 10;00 (nd ,. 
earlier, pie,iso!) to 4:00 P.M. 4! 
family neightiourhood "jumble'' ■ 
sale in driveway , Many intoresling 
items including how hair dryer & 7
CLmL
SW-:'como doww Tto:'oth:;0'!'“.,‘'7;
WH7 \ Make the I*
Ci lost
tWSdSSW"
m'lM'm nm'gm'mu nn km taw Hm'nu'im tnM Miinui'i;
mmmmuomMomm





Prep.nd Hal of $'2 (K) loi Inst msoilioii. '$i 00 Im i ik'imh iiiivi! 
lepcal insoriions, 20 wotrfs or loss Oyor 20 wuid''. '•] t cni;. poi 
' ■ wofcl per week oxtih foi Hip lli.st v/eok 10 I'lmls pm wurrl pfii 
,wc!ek cxfia lor lopcat inr.eition:. ,
Wiile one word in each sqiiain Hnx mimiuin counl as oiin worn 
7:/://;:/jhe/lif5i phonii iuiiril:)ot: js/lrpp, bui;(;ohsdchliv</Phbh>7’rtihh^^ 
count as non word CIt.irgo appears lo flu; fighi
;$tyllp(5'/kit,: as how Ihstamotic;
camera, TV stand, 67 x3'Br, India 
rug,’crock pot;&' other small 
appliances, ;wok, picture frames, /
; / topis/. 'hand; mower, / Cogswell 
rocker, dishes, a lew collectibles, 
//includihg very old : Mrs./Beraton 
cook b()ol<5. Some good clothing 
too at a very modest price, Wfl'IT / 
bo seeing you, : /^iwc28/
’chTiWU321 CHALETY RD. in Deep
Cove, Sat. July 16, Sunday July
.'/;''T7,7'"9"/'A;M7;'7./'4 ;:,P.M.''"MiSC/7‘
household & baby items, V/m/ 
dows, doors/ light fixtures,/ pil 7 
/ ;,Turanco,/:TV anterma, /etc/'IrdhT;':' 
,7'/'Iwuso t:enovatforis/7'/";//,;,:/7 l-ze./h 
' DlAt3T"-;GARAQE'-'8ALte, ;''2353;/7 
/; James White /off/ RestHavon, ;
.,, Splufday arid.Sunday :1 h,,
. //MISC. ITEMS Sat-,..duly.l6,:9.a.rh.:;/'.'//1 
:/,72.7p,rn./:8905'7:.i.ochS'ide;;.Orive,: 
.isiiiney.'





;';,;;"|'7/:, ; 'h'^ ''
;";"/;:;:'7:;''7;'7:'./;'77.;7::' ;//'■':::: 77.,; 7/7/'7'
7,/';."7"'"'':7';7" ,,/,/ir
.14 7;|::7'/'7;;;;7'':1^ 1 .14'











- LOTS - LOTS - LOTS -
Beautiful building lot on Turn- 
berry Place, just behind Ard­
more Golf Course. Well is dug 
and capped - a good buy at 
$68,500.
NOW - PRICE REDUCED BY 
$3,000. on building lot on 
Falkirk - (corner Jura Road). 
Fully treed .93 acre - needs 




Price reduced by $5,000.
Enjoy the peace and quiet of 
this desireable area of Sidney . 
Spacious tudor style family 
home - four bedrooms, three 
bathrooms, large rec. room, 
secluded back yard. Drive past 
2255 Frost Ave., then call 
John Tate 656-6466
DEAN PARK ESTATES 
CLose to Rec. Centre
Comfortable 4 bedroom family 
home. Fully developed base­
ment. large mature garden 
with many truit trees. Built on 
over y? acre; Close to elemen­
tary school and rec. centre. 
Come by 8650 East Saanich 
-Road and try your otter on 




Ideal retirement condominium 
- White Birch Road, in adult 
.0 r i e n t e d / c o'm p I e x. / 0 n e 
bedroom. . o c e a n ; v i e w. 
glassed-in. patio: walk tO: wall 
/carpets etc. //^./
Against;full/ price/of $55,000/; 
vendor /Will; carry: $500. per 
month INTEREST FREB/after 
d 0 VV n //pa y m e n t /; o f, 7. o n I y.; 




Contemporary home in 
/prestigious Dean Park Estates,: 
- over 3400 feet of luxurious 
living area - a beautifully mam-/; 
tained home with every 
modern convenience - set on a 
:;i73/acre/loLwith/views/of Mt.; 
Baker’and the Pacific; ///y^; ■:
By//appointmenh only / please/k- 
call
John Tate 656-6466 
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY 
656-3928 7 ;
Peter Smith — 65&-4788 
John Tate ~ 656-6466 
Loyd Burdon — 656-7027 
John Bruce — 65&-6151
REALTY WORLD 
Sidney Realty 656-3028
/ YOUR OPPORTUNITY 7
’The; owner; lias/bconiransfer:/ 
jed and: Ihis J)eau|iiul Gusiorri; 
;;huill;/:]iome huisl: soli;: :lt;:/is 
:'<5jhJalpc17oiT;;/ii/'parKlii5(i;7^ 
;;acih.;3;bbdrpbn)s,.3;.hattism 
/,|oo /ipany; ;:j)ilif!r/,(eqtures lb; 
;m.entih;;ri’;;,:lfero;;;';;'/A'sl<ing'
;$14^,000///Allr:; 0ll0rS:/:;cop- 
^;siderefd.;; Come and vibw on
Tuesday duiy/: 19 2r4 p/m ■//k;













ldoo ;sq: ft/: 3 bedroom :;fan- 
{;her/\; 3 baths/ largo/: living 
/room, dining room :and lamily 
rboni, In eKcollont condltiorion 
,B4 acre lot, Asking $1/'i 5:0607 
Dfivo by 1680 Wain Road/ N, 
Sannich then call mo to view 




25 Years Experience 
Residential. Commercial, 
Industrial






Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST.. SIDNEY. B.C. V8L 3A6




Is SONS / ^ ^ ^ ^
T*r Backhoe ^ Excavating"^ Trucking
^ h' Excavating Ltd.
Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe Work.







Case 450 Crawler, loader, 4 in 1 backhoe
Escavating ancj backfill 7 /7^^^/; /
®Lbt and subdivision; servicing










MLCBidQ, ,<9 - "rock-rake656-1671







BACKHOE SEWER STORM DRAINS 
LOADING WATERLINES
SIDNEY ROTOVATING & 
TRACTOR SERVICE 7 /^
Prompt, Courteous Service
■Pibughing; Leveling.'Fenciv Post Digging & Punching
656-1748;"':;/;'7;'''■"//;/;'-/
Blue Star Sheet Mey
Heating and Air Conditioning
FREE ESTIM ATES 652-0375




Chiiins.'ivv*;; Molorcycles; e(c7 ;656-77147|’'’|5'^;;^'7
SIDNEY GLASS
Mai'ihc, ,Auib(&:Saloty Giass7 Insurance Claims Promptly Handled 
7; Window'Glass/r-i/Mirrors; ;',7':;/;';'13
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
Winds hields ins tailed
K
■ /7/7:77/7 /;//; ir;'); ////:/’:;*): ’'’';''/' //I'
Dutch Landscaping &Co.
— Leo Lodders -*
11 years in Sidney ~ A-1 Rocoimnendalions 
All f'ltasos ol Gardening ~ Roasonablo Prices
FREE ESTIMATES $56.9391 after 5 p.m.
LISTINGS REQUIRED! Saanich 
Peninsula, all pried ; ranges/ 
PiMSO coll Ray Bourquin 6527 
4650. Island Pdcillc Really Ltd. 
592.5651,' /," Zpm;"'
;; / lUYiNCFitMEf FoTlriifidiy. /; 
' no'pressure service please call'
/ Ray Bourquin;652-4650, Island 
/ PaciticRealty Ltd, 692;6&51, ;
QrecpLSccrTe Lahidscapmg
652*i089 tlsmufth rUtniinR' COMPLETE SERVICE
AWMHitiiliawiViiiuiiiMiwiiuii
!:*]n!'erloc)<ino;SioheRHpr : "lawii &,;Cr»iinii;;: ; ^^7:
;' Patios, Walks, Maintenanre
;;;■,/ .di/iveways ; ;; ;/ /•Pf,uninf[,'S,;Spmy!nq '.; 
fliwihi-iSeod ar/Sddv;: ;;*Fhn(;in(h’ tf)!nont Work *
i'./.
HOUSE PRICES ARE OTi TME 
MOVEI There IS no bettor time to 
buy this immaculate throe 
Tnidroom home, Situated in oneol 
/'/the iibw dovolopmcnts In Sidney. /
,, jlns» Imiiiejit lUual, loi. the youii^ 
family.' Assumable mertgaKO ol : 
/ $49,000 - and PIT of $510 per 
month; Rortufod fb for
77'quick': sale,7' Open;t'louse'7TfUirs77.
thru Sunday I p.rp * 4 p.m, e&o
■; 0O31 for moreinformatiori, lcZ8 '
ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.
:, aiMLif icbWftRiSANTecq EuriopcAN wonKMANSHin,;:,:,/,;';,/;:,,; 
VVrf.Will,supply.JUFtiLtlLi'bHHUtiMLHY''''.' 6777 .
''/■'■'■v;.,";;':byGontracl,orby'tho Hour.''. 7:://;;';//',',«,^|,,,|j rj ;/,/":■
Cqrhpleio Landflcoping Service and "r
/;;7;';Ounl(iy.Stonbyrbrk.;'/' "/7//,;7';;
Cal! 652-9811 c!urln?j bUsinbsS hours : ; «ae»u«triiil Af8«
■ Mofi-Sai.;',;;'',;/ , phEE;:EST'iMATES7
PEHINSUIA DIRECTORY




REYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
★ Fully insured ★ Residential/Commerceal 










Spraying Wall Papering 
25 Years Experience
: GORDOM CIlEPi ; :t
:;: ; !' ;Pa8ntmg:S'^
; ' t ; Dec®ratmg :
Waiicowiiigs
: THEE ESTISi^'ATES > ^ :/;: ;::GSS-43OT
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AS SNUG AS A BUG IN A 
RUG: Newly insulated even 
under floor, and with double 
;glazing. This 2 bed cottage is 
ideal for a retired couple. 







“Big or Small 
We Do Them All'
Service issidentsal 
Coitimercial
Lovely Treed Vt acre in 
secluded Deep Cove - Area/ 
-Well , and;TWatermains.; All 
New Homes.




Bsrt Rflorrsy Plumbing & Heating
B ©Jismisap Now Construction and Repairs
:Li€&IbSSu:, f'JKms/fcr T/ Specializing in Hot VVater Heating:?
656-0131
16410 A!S m., Sidney ?h&m SSS-1580
vFOR TRENT: ^^y2 ;:;duplex,T3 
bedroom, ^V^ bath, 
McDonald Park • Road. 





FOR THE EXECUTIVE. Shoal 




cjim Smith “Roger Frampton 
Listings ire«e«Sed ' ' 




Repairs to Vents, 
Eaves & Chimney
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS Flashing
fciedring oi)erationl on Beauforf Road si4l)(Uvisidn \venr
-.1 call eel in to make repairs^ Murray Sharralt phbtO;
mi REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
SIDNEY SPECIAL -
3, bed room pi us in- law suite, 
on v large : lot :Tclose to all 




Wbjl ■ Kept Harnlly T home;







^^1^ For all your Roofing Needs,
Shakes, Shingles, Tar
VTHE; t ^ & Gravel & Repairs























' I. . JI/f- W jT**'> ( *
Tractors and Implomonts 
16 hp lo 33 hp 2 and 4 wheel drive
CENTRAL TRACTOR SALES LTD.
Victoria ParhsvIHo
477-7151 Isl. Hwy. NanooKO, B.C. 4€fr7B71
11,avTj JAt ijti 




,1, ‘ ' ; j
. i' ' '''(•• i
H ' , H , ' 1 , ,,
1, I
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner In 
‘ Sidney bi-level: split:^ .IBdr, IW : 
ibath,: newly ji/paiptod, ; screen 
fireplace ■ insert, now;:, carpets,. 
dishwasher, fruit trees, garden, 
closed in garage, fool and wood 
- shod, 188.000.666’0303. 2c29 f
,Il.'rriVM !,<? Sa
msmmmmm
{ 1 p i j f M, >P t f, 'i 1 L*' ^ /Till
> '■'■'fins ‘'‘yi-tyvyi-yj'j,> ■
J ’ n',. ' ^ i'’ V’-';
< f J 1 ^ ;
smmarmmNmuLAi
QUALIFIEO STAFF- EREE ESTriMATES
m
•iii)i{iing •iitt.r«iliiiv Duntitiiiuii Ikii,
TOW' V •I'ruhifto 'Milufii TtMt iTfljil pMi 'OiMitutiHli ifid ‘HiilBM i:
FULLY INSURED, REASONABLE RATES 658“0S7W
j;.::;










m ‘fmfo vw M* wl«
F MOBILE , 1L ., HOMES .|
...ItJ'i;, \L .‘V.i-iy:
I t . ‘ I , H i





MOBILE HOME PADS. AB-
':,;;,;0O,TSFOR.DT'':;:'-.::"^'BRfT,ISK
r COLUfViBlA. Close to* Vancouver 
' v/Hh''‘ oasy^Treeway-'aceesB''"AIL'v' 
:::cdnveriionews;:s'uc|ias:Hosdlia!,::: 
'Shopping confre, parks! curchos, ; .
I schools and college close by. Ortly ' 
eight *08ds available ip the adult 
' : secitpri: ,Chod^c":your pad,before 
■ it’s loo late; To complete our land • >' 
-TiMpihg .and::beautificationLprp:-: 
gram,/ we^are,; wiilmicto .make a; ::
„ f A /■ 1
?.....
Sf"' ■ ““ """.'•sk’s.iti''
■ T” ' v,! iIKt** '■‘•r 7'
T j ' ,1 'h« j IW 1.'' {'‘’VA Mi TAA
J k ’l iwf It Lv. ’k
Homo and Comniofclil , j;
A?:;' airndst'.all,.'makes' - -
A:.:;@479*IJ823
:':-'UHOREACREi;,:COVi;;:.VVATEWA'AiTpecial::5der:::Pht!fL.AuBust:'':l'5 
■' 'TRONT:.;Thro0.superb:1ol'i::v.'Hd/::::.l®*^T5* <wo mont|is;lT®ejpnt and
pfotecttva covonaiit, un np tu 11.00 no m moving costs
i; "deigtourtd sei:vic<».:ror'u\fQ,
; L*;:owner,: ::25i 16. ',ShPrOftcro«:: ,Rd , OR / Al
m Sidney, 656T836,.;''
fi '
_________________________________________________ ________________ , ,, ..... ..............................









Some 40 seniors enjoyed 
films, bingo, vegetable and 
card stalls, plus raffles and 
a door prize at “Drop in 
Thursday”, on July 7, at 
the Senior Citizens Center. 
Everyone approved holding 
another August 4, at 1:30 
p.m.
Some truly fine slides 
were shown by Mr. and 
Mrs. Eric Cook of their 
recent trip to New Zealand 
and Australia. Eric has a 
very professional style with 
some very outstanding 
pictures.
Bert Bosher did a 
wonderful job calling 
“Bingo” with the big 
winner being Edith Smith, 
who must have won 5 or 6 
;-:;games.'
The winner of the door 
prize, donated by the 
“PonShop”, a $10.00
script, was won by Mrs. C. 
Rogers. Many thanks to 
Edith Sumpton.
Ned Parian and Arther 
Evens who donated the 
fresh vegetables and to the 
other members, too 
numerous to mention, who 
made the other prize 
donations.
Grace Clarke handled the 
refreshments very nicely.
Salt Spring Island picnic 
is on, Thursday July 14. 
Please note, ferries at 10:00 
a.m. and 11:50 a.m. See 
you there.
Sorry we had to cancel 
the Yellow Point trip as we 
were about 20 seats short. 
Please book earlier on 
future trips, this helps us to 
help you. Best wishes for a 
speedy recovery go out to 
executive member Betty 
Cooper, soon to be 
hospitalized.
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
JULY i3 - 14 - iS -16, 1983
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST





























Save The Children Fund Speak French and want 
holds regular meetings at 2 to keep conversational 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church skills? Toastmasters En 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on Francais meets Thursday 
the second and fourth evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday in each month. For more information call 
New members or visitors 598-3729 or 598-1316. 
warmly welcomed. Sidney Teen Activity
Discovery Toastmistress Group (STAG) located at 
Club meets the second and 2304 Oakville St., behind 
■ fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
in Shady Creek United open to Saanich Peninsula 
Church Hall, 7184 East youth aged 13 - 18 years. 
Saasich - Road. Visitors Clubhouse winter hours are 
welcome. 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon-
. Seniors — are you new to days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
Sidney? Don’t know and 7-11 p.m. Saturdays, 

























TIDE. ...... ...... .
DETEiSEITL2i^.









BOUNCE C H^ 119 FABRIC SOFTENER.... .^4.19
" McCAIN BEEFEATERS STRAIGHT CUT
51,29 FRENCH FRIES u... .,
HELLMANN’S BEST FOODS
7l|o iAYONNRISE


























CHEDDIR CHEESE f 11%









a warm.'weicomeJyDrop in Wednesday;';;; Special? 
or call 656-5537. tivities and events are
Sidney Stroke CJub will planned on a monthly basis, 
be meeting the second and All activities are free and no
fourth Wednesday each registration is required,
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Parent and teen enquiries 
Margaret Vaughan Birch welcome. For more in-
Hall; All “strokers” formation call the PCA
welcome. For more in- office at 656-0134 or drop 
formation call co-ordinator by and pick lip a program at
9788 - 2nd Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood 
elemental^ school; 7:30 - 
9:30 p.nii Mondays. M
mmmmm
Gorr. iNSPEcmimESH
information 652-4580 or 
652-1531.
The Peninsula Singers 
began their new season Jan.
1 j and new members are 
invited to attend. If youTike 
to sing, want to learn, and 
have a bass, alto, tenor or 
sopranc) voice come and 
join the singers at the Royal 
Canadian T^egion Hall on 
Mills Road at 7:15 Tuesday 
evenings.! For; more in­
formation call 656-0268.
Is overeating c renting 
problems in your life?; 
Ovefeaters Anonymous can
Ruth Snow at 656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
; clothing,
: tides, appliances, and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program.
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted 
by Sidney Prospective 
Chapter of Sweet Adelines.
If you like barbershop-style 
singing, feci welcome lo 
join this friendly group 
most Mondays at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Royal Canadian 
Ijegiqn Hall on Mills Road.
For more information call 
656-5301 dr 656-7828. ^
v:.;',;»;Caiii;v;we:;fhclp:?you?; Call;:; 
the Cornmuniiy Coun- 
.selling Centre, 9813-.5th St..
Sidney, 24-hour answering help. No dues, no weighing^ 
service. Call 656-1247. Meetings arc at 8 p.m.,
Women’s Support Mondays. 9788-2nd Street, 
Group. A discussion group Sidney. Call 652-9931. 
frif'or women dealing with Sidney Twlrlers and
their current needs. Drum Corps take lessons al 
Newcomers welcome Sidney elementary school 
Thursday mornings at 10 rmm6 p.m. Tlmrsdnys. For 
a,in. in the Community more information call 656- 
Counselling Centre, 9813- (,098.
5th Street, Sidney. For -i’Ik; peninsula Dbar-
more information call 656- mament GrouR^
* • regularly. To help us, join
Grandparents - arc your us or just for information 
; grandchildren far away? A call 656-4842. 
young mothers non-profit Sidney Activity Centre, 
supixm group (Capital sponsored by CMHA and 
Families) needs help with the community 
child care IVi hours each Mondays 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 





services. Landluids 381* Volunteers are needed to
1335, ; tenants 381-1205, HtjdT tlK' tuc^
Monday to Fridav n a m - Tiuu-um I,edge, 4181 
5 p.m. Help with housing Inicrurban. For more 
problems. information call 479-7101.
,, ,, 'Attentlon1adies:,;all .vdicc':;;,iocal'?239.w--'
';s;;;'rangtJS;"?wc want ylou to^sing;;;:'^ The::';K8aanieh;': Peninsula; 
barbcrshop-stylc. It's a Ibn Toaiilttiaslcrs C 
limp! Most Monday nights tneets ht 7:30 p.m, Tuesday 






































I (' ' ' *
"YCORbErt: or:'::;'
WAllACeOHIVE^WoiWEST SAANICH ROAD
